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Abstract 
The reduction of fuel consumption and carbon dioxide emissions are currently a key factor for 
the aviation industry due to major concerns about climate change and more restrictive 
environmental laws. One way to reduce both fuel consumption and CO2 emissions is by 
significantly decreasing the vehicle’s weight while increasing engine's efficiency. In order to 
meet these requirements, the European aero engine industry is continuously focusing on 
alternative manufacturing methods for load carrying structures in advanced materials, such as 
titanium and nickel-based superalloys. Alternatively to traditional large-scale single castings, 
new manufacturing methods involve sheet metal parts, small castings and forgings assembled 
by welding. These new manufacturing methods allow more flexible designs in which each 
part is made of the most suitable material state, leading to several advantages such as 
reduction of product cost and weight while increasing engine's efficiency. Nickel-based 
superalloys are widely used in the aero engine industry, typically constituting up to 50% of 
the total weight of the aircraft engine. Due to their excellent material properties at high 
temperatures in severe corrosive environments, these superalloys are employed most 
extensively in the hot sections of gas turbine engines for both military and civil aircrafts with 
running temperatures up to 650°C. 
In this thesis, a manufacturing process chain including forming and welding in the nickel-
based superalloy 718 is studied. The main focus in the work lies on determining the thermo-
mechanical properties, modelling and simulation of cold forming, study forming limits based 
on Nakazima tests for forming limit curves (FLC) and applying a damage and failure 
criterion. The work also comprises a brief study on hot forming. Finally, modelling of a 
subsequent welding procedure is included where residual stresses from the forming simulation 
are used to predict shape distortions due to the welding procedure. The results are compared 
with experimental observations.  
The cold forming procedure of a double-curved component made of alloy 718 is studied using 
FE-analyses and forming tests. The same geometry was used to produce a hot forming tool. 
During forming tests at room temperature, micro cracks and open cracks were observed in the 
draw bead regions, not indicated when formability is assessed using a forming limit curve 
(FLC). Standard material models such as von Mises or Barlat Yld2000-2D were not capable 
of accurately predict the behaviour of the material after the point of diffuse necking, making 
the prediction of damage and failure during forming a challenge. The GISSMO damage 
model was therefore calibrated and used to predict material failure in forming of alloy 718. 
Tensile, plane strain, shear and biaxial tests at room temperature are performed up to fracture 
and continuously evaluated using Digital Image Correlation (DIC) by ARAMIS™. In this 
work, the GISSMO damage model is coupled with the anisotropic Barlat Yld2000-2D 
material model for forming simulations in alloy 718 at room temperature using LS-DYNA. 
Numerical predictions are able to accurately predict failure on the same regions as observed 
during the experimental forming tests. Comparisons of the distribution of damage on one of 
the draw beads between simulations and damage measurements by acoustic emission indicate 
that higher damage values correspond to bigger micro cracks. Numerical FE-predictions of 
the cold forming and subsequent welding procedure shows that the welding procedure further 
increases the shape distortions. This was found to agree with experimental observations. 
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Thesis 
The thesis consists of a summary of the following appended papers: 
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Its Current Applications, Keauhou Bay, Hawaii, USA, 3-9 January 2016, pages 223-225.  
Paper B 
Ll. Pérez Caro, M. Schill, K. Haller, E.-L. Odenberger, M. Oldenburg, Damage and fracture 
during sheet-metal forming of alloy 718, Submitted for journal publication. 
Paper C 
E.-L. Odenberger, Ll. Pérez Caro, M. Schill, J. Steffenburg-Nordenström, F. Niklasson, M. 
Oldenburg, Modeling and validation of a forming and welding procedure in alloy 718, To be 
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1 Introduction 
Superalloys are among the most compositionally complex metallic alloys ever developed for 
commercial use. They can be defined as alloys that have the capability of preserving their 
mechanical properties and chemical stabilities at high temperatures and in severe corrosive 
environments [1]. Nowadays, the primary application for superalloys is in the hot sections of 
gas turbine engines for both military and civil aircrafts, see Figure 1, but they are also 
successfully used in other applications such as power-generation gas turbines, rocket engines, 
nuclear reactors, industrial furnaces, heat exchangers, and various other applications that need 
high temperature and/or chemical resistance [2]. 
 

 
Figure 1. Material usage in Trent 800 engine, courtesy of Rolls-Royce [3]. 

Since the past few decades, superalloys have had an important role in the reduction of fuel 
consumption and carbon dioxide emissions for the transportation sector due to major concerns 
about climate change and more restrictive environmental laws. One way to reduce both fuel 
consumption and CO2 emissions is by significantly decreasing the weight of vehicles while 
increasing the efficiency of the engine. According to the Advisory Council for Aeronautics 
Research in Europe (ACARE), the aviation industry has set targets for 2050 that require CO2 
emissions must be reduced by 75% and NOx by 90%, compared to levels in 2000. In practice, 
main targets for the aviation industry will result in a minimum 10% reduction in the weight of 
aircraft and aircraft engine components every 10 years [4]. This dictates the key positioning 
and new development direction of all superalloys. 
 
In order to meet these requirements, the European aero engine industry is continuously 
focusing on alternative manufacturing methods for load carrying structures in advanced 
materials, such as titanium and nickel-based superalloys. Traditionally, these structures 
consisted of large-scale single castings but nowadays their fabrication involves sheet metal 
parts, small castings and forgings assembled by welding. These new manufacturing methods 
allow more flexible designs in which each part is made of the most suitable material state, 
leading to several advantages such as reduction of product cost and weight while increasing 
the efficiency of the engine. 
Nickel-based superalloys are widely used in the aero engine industry, typically constituting up 
to 50% of the total weight of the aircraft engine. Because of their excellent material properties 
at high temperatures and good corrosion resistance, these superalloys are employed most 
extensively in the hot sections of gas turbine engines with running temperatures up to 650°C. 
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In this work, a manufacturing process chain including forming and welding in a double-
curved component made of the nickel-based superalloy 718 is studied. The component is part 
of the Turbine Exhaust Case (TEC) located in the rear part of a jet engine, see Figures 2a and 
2b. In this project, three double-curved components are formed at room temperature. FE-
analyses are performed in order to study the residual stress state and shape deviation after the 
forming and welding processes. These results will help to accurately predict shape distortions 
in the manufacturing chain and, as a result, make the compensation of the forming tooling for 
springback possible in order to produce parts within tolerance while reducing expensive tool 
try-outs. One of the components will be welded together with other sheet metal parts and 
small castings in order to manufacture a subassembly, as shown in Figure 2c. The results from 
the subassembly will be used as validation of the simulations. 
 
During the forming tests conducted at room temperature, micro-cracks and open fractures 
were observed in the draw bead regions, which were not observed while evaluating the 
formability using a Forming-Limit Curve (FLC), see Figures 21c and 21d.  
First, the mechanical properties of the alloy 718 are determined. Secondly, a damage and 
failure model is calibrated and coupled with an elasto-plastic material model. The difficulties 
and limitations of the testing methods used are assessed. Thirdly, the predicted shape 
deviation and damage of the part are compared to the forming tests and acoustic emission 
measurements. The modelling and simulation of the subsequent welding procedure is 
included. The results from the simulations are compared with experimental observations from 
welding tests in two double-curved components. Finally, an initial study of the impact of 
including the stress relaxation behaviour to the springback analysis in hot forming is made. 
 
 
 

           
 

Figure 2. a) Static load carrying aero engine structure GP7000 TEC engine, b) Turbine Exhaust Case consisting of thirteen 
subassemblies (courtesy of General Electric and Pratt & Whitney) and c) detailed part of one of the subassemblies in alloy 

718 (courtesy of GKN Aerospace Sweden). 

 
  

Double-curved 
component 

(a) (b) (c) 
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2 Material 

2.1 Alloy 718 
The material studied is alloy 718 (UNS N07718) sheets with a thickness of 2.6 mm in the 
solution annealed condition. It is a precipitation hardening nickel-chromium alloy containing 
significant amounts of iron, niobium and molybdenum with lesser amounts of aluminium and 
titanium. The chemical composition extracted from the material certificate is presented in 
Table 1. Since its invention in 1962, alloy 718 has been one of the most frequently used alloys 
in aircraft engines because of its high strength, good ductility and corrosion resistance at 
elevated temperatures up to 704°C. This alloy has a density of 8.2 g/cm3 and a melting range 
of 1260 - 1336°C [5]. 
 
Two heat treatments are generally applied to this alloy, combining solution annealing and 
precipitation hardening at different temperatures during several hours, depending on the 
manufacturer [5]. While solution annealed components are most suitable when forming alloy 
718 sheets, the aging process optimizes the mechanical and physical properties of the 
components for a given application: 

- Solution annealing at 927 - 1010°C followed by rapid cooling, usually in water, plus 
precipitation hardening at 718°C for 8 hours, furnace cool to 621°C, hold at 621°C for 
a total aging time of 18 hours, followed by air cooling. 

- Solution annealing at 1038 - 1066°C followed by rapid cooling, usually in water, plus 
precipitation hardening at 760°C for 10 hours, furnace cool to 649°C, hold at 649°C 
for a total aging time of 20 hours, followed by air cooling. 

 
Table 1. Chemical composition of the alloy 718 studied in weight percent [wt%]. 

C S Mn Si Cr Mo Co Ti Al B Zr 
0.019 <0.0003 0.07 0.07 17.78 2.88 0.15 1.05 0.48 0.004 <0.01 

Fe Cu Ni P Nb Ta W V Nb+Ta Ti+Al Ni+Co 
18.47 0.03 53.86 0.008 5.05 <0.01 0.02 0.03 5.06 1.53 54.01 

 

2.2 Microstructure 
The microstructures of superalloys are highly complex, with a large number of dispersed 
intermetallics and other phases that modify the behaviour of the alloy through their 
composition, morphology, and location. The entire superalloy family shares a common basic 
microstructure consisting on the γ matrix, which is a continuous Face-Centered Cubic (FCC) 
nickel-based phase that usually contains a high percentage of solid-solution elements such as 
cobalt, iron, chromium, molybdenum, and tungsten, with a variety of secondary strengthening 
phases [3]. The gamma prime γ’ is the principal strengthening phase in most nickel-based 
superalloys and consists of Ni3(Al,Ti) precipitates homogeneously throughout the matrix. 
Their shape vary from spherical to cubic depending on the γ/γ’ lattice mismatch, while their 
size vary with exposure time and temperature. However, the main strengthening mechanism 
in alloy 718 is the precipitation of the gamma double prime γ’’ phase or Ni3(Nb,Ta). The 
precipitates display a disc-shaped morphology and give alloy 718 excellent high temperature 
properties up to 650°C, after which the δ phase is formed [3].  
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3 State-of-the-art 

3.1 Sheet metal forming 
In sheet metal forming, a sheet blank is plastically deformed into a complex three-
dimensional geometry in a very short time, i.e. one or a few strokes of a press, usually without 
any intended significant change in sheet thickness and surface characteristics. The tool set 
used generally consists of a punch and a die, which are the positive (male) and negative 
(female) portion of the tool set, respectively [6]. Sheet metal forming processes include 
bending, stretching, and deep drawing, among others. Most of sheet metal forming operations 
are performed as cold working processes, which means that they are performed at a 
temperature below the recrystallization temperature of the materials being formed. However, 
some others are conducted at elevated temperatures such as hot forming of aluminium alloys, 
titanium alloys or nickel-based superalloys [6]. The behaviour of metals and alloys during 
high temperature deformation is complex, and changes with the varying processing 
parameters, i.e. strain, strain rate and temperature. The hot forming process is similar to 
traditional cold forming but involves heating the tool and/or the blank. Temperatures can 
range from 600°C to 980°C, depending on customer specifications and the material used. The 
hot sheet metal is brought into contact with the hot die whilst the hot punch descends into the 
die and shapes the part. The part might be then held under forming pressure for a period. The 
behaviour of alloy 718 at high temperatures has been extensively studied by several authors 
i.e. regarding the microstructure [7, 8], strain rate sensitivity [9, 10] or hot deformation 
behaviour of alloy 718 in compression tests with temperatures ranging between 900 - 1150°C 
and strain rates of 10-4 - 100 s-1 [11-15]. 
 
Since every sheet metal process involves elastic forming followed by permanent plastic 
deformation, the final part shape depends on the springback phenomenon, which can be 
defined as the dimensional deviation from the desired target shape due to the elasticity of a 
metal sheet following the forming operation when the forming loads are removed from the 
work piece [16]. When this deviation produces an out-of-tolerance part, it can lead to quality 
problems and assembly difficulties in the subsequent manufacturing operations, resulting in a 
significant economic impact in terms of delayed production, tooling revision costs, and 
rejection of unqualified parts. Although it is impossible to eliminate, minimizing springback 
can be done by adopting three approaches: controlling the Blank Holder Force (BHF), 
increasing the forming temperature, and optimizing die surfaces in order to accommodate the 
springback [17]. 

3.2 Finite element analysis 
Some decades ago, the development of products and manufacturing techniques for the sheet 
metal forming industry were time consuming, expensive and imprecise processes because of 
the development of new manufacturing processes was based on trial and error using prototype 
tools. In order to change undesirable results from the forming process such as springback, 
wrinkling, strain localization or even formation of cracks, significant changes in the tool 
configuration are often required. Sometimes, these modifications are not easy to perform and 
a large amount of failed components and tools are produced in such actions. Nowadays, 
companies with a high level of technology readiness have implemented numerical analyses 
and CAE tools in the whole process chain in order to improve, identify and solve problem 
areas in an early stage while minimizing try-outs and modifications in the manufactured tools 
or processes.  
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One of the main methods used to simulate the pressing processes is the Finite Element 
Method (FEM). The biggest advantage of this approach is that the FEM method is cheaper 
and less time consuming in comparison with methods of trial and error. However, it requires a 
deeper knowledge of the fundamental concepts. In addition, in order to achieve the highest 
accuracy of modelling, it is necessary to provide very accurate data about the behaviour of the 
material, boundary conditions and process conditions. For example, Lin et al. [18] developed 
a constitutive model to predict the flow stress of a typical Ni-Cr-based superalloy with strain 
rate of 0.001 - 1 s-1 and forming temperature of 920 - 1040°C. In the same way, a constitutive 
equation as a function of strain was established for IN600 at similar temperature and strain 
rate intervals by Wu et al. [19]. 
 
LS-DYNA is a widely used software to perform analyses and compensation of springback 
effects during metal forming processes. The compensation is based on the deviation between 
the desired geometry and the received geometry but, since springback compensation is a non-
linear problem, several iterations might be needed to obtain a part with acceptable tolerance. 
The compensation algorithm produces a compensated tool surface which can be used as a 
reference to generate high quality surfaces suitable for the milling process. It is also possible 
to use 3D-scanned data in order to determine the shape deviation. In this case, the 
compensation is not based on computed springback results, but from actual measured results. 
Although a deviation always exists between the FE-model and the reality, it has been shown 
by several authors that this method can give an accurate correlation between the simulations 
and the experimental data. Nowosielski et al. [20] presented the results of springback effect 
simulation and experiments on samples made of both alloy 625 and alloy 718. They observed 
an increase of the springback angle with an increase of deformation for samples deformed 30, 
45 and 60% by rolling. Karafillis and Boyce [21] proposed a method for steel where the 
designed tooling produced a part which matches the desired shape, thereby compensating for 
springback. The work by Gan and Wagoner [22] shows a new method for designing general 
sheet forming dies to produce a desired final part shape taking springback into account. Based 
on iteratively comparing a target part shape with a FE-simulated part shape following forming 
and springback, it is compared with the method by Karafillis and Boyce, concluding that it 
converges faster in cases when K&B does not. For non-symmetric parts, K&B can return 
inaccurate results whereas their method does not. Finally, Odenberger et al. [23, 24] presented 
a systematic methodology for the design and manufacturing of deep drawing prototype tools 
based on virtual tool design, in order to produce five different double-curved alloy 718 
components. 
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4 Theory 

4.1 The GISSMO damage model 
The GISSMO (Generalized Incremental Stress State dependent damage MOdel) is a model 
developed by Daimler AG and DYNAmore GmbH for the prediction of ductile damage based 
on incremental damage accumulation, including softening and failure [25]. In this work, it is 
implemented into the finite element code LS-DYNA and coupled with the anisotropic Barlat 
Yld2000-2D material model in a forming simulation of alloy 718 at room temperature. This 
model assumes that the material fails when the damage in the material D reaches a critical 
value. The expression for the GISSMO [26] is based on the damage model of Johnson and 
Cook [27] with extensions to allow for a more general description of complex failure 
behaviour: 
 

�� � �
���	
 �

��������     (1) 

 
where D is the damage value (0 ≤ D ≤ 1), n is the damage exponent, ����
 is the fracture 
strain as a function of the triaxiality � and ��� is the increment of plastic strain. Since plane 
stress is commonly assumed for sheet metal problems (�� = 0), the triaxiality can be defined 
as: 
 
� � ��

��       (2) 

�� � �����
� � ��     (3) 

�� �  ��! " �!! � ���!     (4) 
 
with �� being the hydrostatic stress, �� the equivalent von Mises stress and �� and �! the two 
principal stresses. The onset of diffuse necking is formulated in a similar way to the damage 
accumulation in Equation 1: 
 

�# � �
�$%&'(�	
 #

��������     (5) 

 
where F is the forming intensity, n is a new accumulation exponent, ��%)*+ is the equivalent 
plastic strain to fracture and ��� is the increment of the current equivalent plastic strain. The 
forming intensity F represents the onset of material instability and marks the beginning of the 
need for regularization of different mesh sizes. When this value reaches unity, the coupling of 
the accumulated damage to the stress tensor using the effective stress concept proposed by 
Lemaitre [28] is initiated: 
 
�, � � �- � �../012�./012�

�� for D ≥ DCRIT    (6) 
 
where �, is the stress coupled to the damage, � is the current stress, DCRIT is the critical 
damage used and m is the instability exponent which governs the rate of stress fading and thus 
influences directly the amount of energy that is dissipated during the process of crack 
development and propagation. When the material is fully damaged (D = 1), the stress in the 
integration point is zero. When a user-defined number of integration points have failed, the 
element is deleted. 
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4.2 Calibration 
The GISSMO damage model is implemented into LS-DYNA using the keyword 
*MAT_ADD_EROSION and activated by the first flag IDAM = 1. When DMGTYP = 1, the 
damage is accumulated and element failure occurs when the damage value D is equal to one. 
The calibration of this model requires the inputs presented in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Summary of the input for the calibration of the GISSMO damage model. 

Input Name Definition Determination Results 

Failure curve LCSDG equivalent plastic strain 
to failure vs. triaxiality 

ARAMISTM stage before 
fracture Figure 14 

Instability curve ECRIT equivalent plastic strain 
vs. triaxiality 

ARAMISTM stage at 
maximum force 

Exponent DMGEXP damage exponent Optimization in LS-OPT 
using the A10, PS and S45 

geometries 
Table 5 Exponent FADEXP fading exponent 

Regularization 
curve LCREGD regularization factors vs. 

element size 

Simulation of the A80 
uniaxial tensile test with 

varying element size 1-5 mm 
Figure 17 

 
In this work, the experimental strain data is obtained after testing four specimen geometries 
(A10, PS, S45 and B) which correspond to different stress states, ranging from shear to 
biaxial. Both fracture and instability strains are directly measured with the ARAMISTM digital 
image correlation system at the last stage prior to fracture and at the instability point, 
respectively, as shown in Figure 3. The stress triaxiality values are calculated using the 
algorithm by Marth et al. [29]. Figure 13 shows the strain paths vs. triaxiality of all 
geometries tested for every cutting method and rolling direction. An average value of the 
failure and instability strains, and their corresponding stress triaxiality values, for every 
considered case is obtained. The LCSDG and ECRIT curves are created after fitting a 
polynomial through the average experimental points in Matlab R2014b, cf. Figure 14. 
 

    
Figure 3. ARAMISTM strain field before fracture of A10, PS, S45, and B specimens. 

 
 

A10 PS S45 B
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The determination of the DMGEXP and FADEXP exponents is conducted through an 
optimization procedure in LS-OPT together with LS-DYNA using the A10, PS and S45 
geometries. Simulations of uniaxial tensile tests are carried out using an element size of 1 
mm. Because of the small evaluation area between notches, the S45 geometry is simulated 
with 0.5 mm element size. The experimental instability strains for every geometry are set as 
constant, while the failure strains (A10epsf, PSepsf and S45epsf) are optimized to be within 
±5% of the experimental failure strain. DMGEXP and FADEXP are allowed to vary between 
0.1 and 5. After every iteration, the softening part of the simulated force vs. displacement 
curve for every geometry is compared to the corresponding experimental one, see Figure 16. 
Every experimental force vs. displacement curve is the average curve of all specimens tested 
for that specific geometry. The objective function is set to minimize the sum of least square 
errors between simulation and experiment while the failure displacement is used as a 
constraint. The results from every optimization are presented in Table 5. 
 
In order to obtain mesh size independence, the fracture strain is scaled using a factor which 
depends on the element size. Every scale factor, or regularization factor, is determined after 
simulating the A80 uniaxial tensile test specimen with different mesh sizes varying from 1 to 
5 mm as shown in Figure 17. 

4.3 Yield criterion 
The Barlat Yld2000-2D [30] material model is applied in the forming simulation. It is a non-
quadratic plane-stress yield function for anisotropic materials, which is formulated based on 
Equations 7 - 9 as follows. 
 
3 � 45 " 455 � 6�78 � 9     (7) 
 
45 � :;� � ;!:<     (8) 
 
455 � :6;! " ;�:< " :6;� " ;!:<    (9) 
 
where f is the yield function, 45 and 455 are two isotropic convex functions with respect to the 
three principal stresses, ;� and ;! are the principal deviatoric stresses, �7 is the effective stress, 
and a is a material coefficient based on the crystallographic structure of the material. The 
exponent a is suggested in the Barlat [31] yield criterion to be equal to six for materials with a 
BCC crystal structure and eight for materials with an FCC crystal structure. 
 
By applying the linear transformation = � > ? @ to each of the isotropic functions defined by 
Equations 8 and 9, the following equations are obtained. 
 
45 � :AB;� � AB;!:< � :CB� � CB!:<    (10) 
 
455 � :6ABB;! " ABB;�:< " :6ABB;� " ABB;!:< �   (11) 

� :6CBB! " CBB�:< " :6CBB� " CBB!:< 
 
where s is the deviatoric stress tensor, AB and ABB are the linear transformations, and CB�%! and 
CBB�%! are the principal values of the linearly transformed stress tensors. 
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The Barlat Yld2000-2D material model comprises eight material parameters, which are 
determined, in this study, by conducting uniaxial tensile tests in three different directions with 
respect to the rolling direction and an equi-biaxial test wherein a balanced biaxial stress state 
is obtained. From these tests, the yield stresses and R-values are determined and are used as 
inputs to the material model. The exponent a is assumed eight for alloy 718. Figure 4 shows 
the calibrated yield surface at room temperature along with the experimental yield stresses 
with respect to the three different rolling directions, and in the biaxial stress state. In addition, 
the matrices AB and ABB can be expressed in terms of the eight anisotropy parameters as listed 
in Table 3. 
 

 
Figure 4. Calibrated yield surfaces and experimental yield stresses for alloy 718 at room temperature for different values of 

shear stress ��!D�7. 

 
Table 3. Barlat Yld2000-2D parameters for alloy 718 at room temperature. 

α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 
0.8711 1.1130 0.8151 0.9941 0.9875 0.8421 1.0090 1.1720 

 

5 Experimental methods 

5.1 Material characterization tests 
The material characterization tests are performed at room temperature to generate the 
necessary input data for the calibration of the Barlat Yld2000-2D material model [32]. 
Uniaxial tensile tests in three different directions referenced to the rolling direction: 
longitudinal (L), transverse (T) and diagonal (D) are carried out according to the SS-EN ISO 
6892-1:2009 standard in an MTS tensile test equipment with a load capacity of 100 kN. The 
tests are performed at a strain rate of 0.0014 s-1 up to 0.2% engineering strain followed by a 
strain rate of 0.004 s-1 up to fracture. Yield stresses and R-values for the three rolling 
directions tested are presented in Table 4, while the true stress-strain curves are shown in 
Figure 11. A viscous Bulge test [33] is also performed at room temperature in a Wemhöner 
hydraulic press with a stamping force capability of 1300 tons at a strain rate of 0.0005 s-1 to 
produce a balanced biaxial stress state in the specimen and determine the equibiaxial yield 
stress without influence of friction, see Figure 12. All tests are continuously evaluated using 
ARAMISTM.  
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5.2 GISSMO calibration tests 
Four different geometries for the calibration of the GISSMO damage model are considered. 
Tensile (A10), plane strain (PS) and shear (S45) are tested by means of a uniaxial tensile test 
while the biaxial (B) specimen is tested following the Nakazima test procedure using a 
hemispherical punch [34]. The influence of the rolling direction and the cutting method of the 
test specimens is studied. The PS and S45 specimens are both laser and water cut referenced 
to the longitudinal and transverse rolling direction, while the A10 specimens only are laser cut 
because of their larger measurement area is considered to not be affected by the laser cutting 
procedure. Figure 13 shows the strain paths as function of triaxiality for the different 
considered cutting methods and rolling directions. Every strain path has been smoothed using 
the smoothing spline function in Matlab R2014b. Out of all specimens tested for every 
geometry, an average value of the failure and instability strains, and their corresponding stress 
triaxiality, is obtained. The failure LCSDG and instability ECRIT curves are created after 
fitting a polynomial through the average experimental points in Matlab R2014b. Both curves 
for the different cutting methods and rolling directions are compared in Figure 14. These 
curves are only considered for equivalent plastic strains greater than zero.  
For the regularization curve, the A80 geometry is simulated with element lengths varying 
between 1 and 5 mm. The predicted failure strains are converted into the scale factors and 
used to construct the regularization curve shown in Figure 17. 

5.3 Forming tests 
Forming tests at room temperature are performed with an existing forming tool developed for 
production of a double-curved geometry in alloy 718. The tool setup is presented in Figure 5. 
The blank is 785 x 785 mm. During the forming operation, the upper die travels downwards 
(in negative z-direction) towards the die at a speed of 25 mm/s with a blank holder force of 
2400 kN. 
 

 
Figure 5. Tool for the forming tests in alloy 718 at room temperature. 

5.4 Acoustic emission measurements 
The NAW®-method [35, 36] is used in order to measure the distribution of damage over the 
draw beads after forming. In this method, a low-amplitude wave is introduced by tapping a 
hammer on 47 different measurement points. Acoustic waves are propagated through the 
material and collected and analyzed. Cracks and other defects distort the waves generated 
when propagating over the measurement area in a nonlinear way. The collected signal shows 
a total value of imperfections in the measured part, here called damage value. For each 
measurement point, a damage value is obtained and presented in Figure 21a. 

Courtesy of GKN Aerospace Sweden AB 
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5.5 Welding tests 
In order to study the behaviour of alloy 718 during welding, a comparison between 
simulations and experimental welding tests are carried out in the two double-curved 
specimens obtained by cold forming, see Figure 6a. The shape of the specimens is laser cut 
according to the sketch in Figure 6b. Section A is welded by GKN Aerospace Sweden AB 
using the laser welding procedure defined as a “bead on plate”, which is performed directly 
on the part without filling material and using a specific shielding gas in order to protect the 
molten pool and the heat affected zone. During welding the material is heated above the 
melting temperature and fused together during cooling. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. a) Laser cut  specimens and b) sketch of sections cut. 

The specimens are placed on a welding fixture designed in CATIA V5R20 and made of 
Micanite, a heat resistant material consisting of fine mica lamellae bonded together in order to 
sustain working temperatures between 600°C and 900°C. The surface of the welding fixture is 
compensated to fit the shape of the double-curved specimens. Each component is clamped on 
the fixture using a specific torque of 40 Nm. The shielding gas can surround the whole system 
by flowing upwards through several gas holes below the specimen as seen in Figure 7a. The 
temperature is measured in five different locations along the welding path using 
thermocouples type K, see Figure 7b. 
 

     
 
 

Figure 7. a) Welding fixture showing the gas holes and b) double-curved component placed on the welding fixture. 

 

6 Numerical procedure 
The test geometries used for the calibration of the Barlat Yld2000-2D are meshed in LS-
PrePost using fully integrated shell elements (type 16) with seven integration points through 
the thickness. For the forming simulation, the tool surfaces are modelled as rigid with a pre-
determined velocity profile. The contact between the tool and the blank is modelled as a 
contact interface using a friction model assumed to follow the Coulomb’s friction law, with a 

Gas holes 

(a) (b) 

Welding fixture Thermocouples 

(a) (b) 
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friction coefficient of 0.125 [23]. The FE model of the forming tool includes the punch, die, 
binder, and blank as shown in Figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8. FE model of forming tooling comprising punch, inner die, outer die, binder, and blank. 

The welding process starts from the formed blank after springback and trimming to the 
desired geometry. The formed blank and the trim line which was used to trim and re-mesh the 
elements are presented in Figure 9. The mapping of the forming results i.e. initial stress, 
effective plastic strain, shell thickness and history variables from the shell element mesh used 
in the forming simulation is performed with adaptive re-meshing to the shell element mesh 
used in the welding simulation, see Figures 10a and 10b. The mapping functionality in LS-
PrePost v4.3 is used. The position of the five thermocouples used to measure the temperature 
during welding is coincident with nodal positions on the welding mesh. 
 

 
Figure 9. Formed blank with the trim line used in the trimming analysis. 
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Figure 10. a) Shell element mesh used in the forming analysis and b) results mapped to the mesh used in the welding 
analysis.  

The welding source uses the Goldak double ellipsoid formulation [37] and travels at a speed 
of 2.8 mm/s. The Goldak heat source is available in LS-DYNA using the keyword 
*BOUNDARY_THERMAL_WELD. The welding simulation is modelled in LS-DYNA 
using the *MAT_CWM material model with ghost element functionality [38]. This model 
distinguishes between three different material states: solid, liquid, and ghost. The state of the 
material is given by the activation temperature, where a solid material is given a very low 
activation temperature, a liquid material has an activation temperature typically the melting 
temperature, and the activation temperature for the ghost material is set to a very high value. 
The ghost material has negligible thermal and mechanical properties until it is activated at a 
specified user-defined temperature i.e. very low stiffness and zero Poisson’s ratio and thermal 
expansion. 
 
The material model also includes the anneal functionality. This is implemented to simulate a 
limiting temperature where history variables such as effective plastic strain or back stress are 
zeroed out. Thus, above this user-specified temperature, the material will behave as ideal 
plastic. 
 

7 Results and discussion 
The true stress-strain curves from the uniaxial tensile tests are shown in Figure 11. The 
differences between yield strength (Rp0.2) and Lankford coefficients (R-value) for the three 
rolling directions tested in Table 4 prove the anisotropy of alloy 718. Figure 12 shows the 
hardening curve from the viscous bulge test. The equibiaxial yield stress is 538 MPa, and it is 
calculated by inverse modelling in LS-DYNA. 
 

 
Figure 11. Hardening curves for alloy 718. 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 12. Hardening curve from the Bulge test for alloy 718. 

 
Table 4. Yield stresses and R-values of alloy 718. 

Specimen Roll. dir. [°]�� Rp0.2 [MPa] R-value 
Tensile_150082_L 0 503.98 0.745 
Tensile_150082_T 90 483.05 0.939 
Tensile_150082_D 45 487.59 0.915 

 

Figure 13 shows the strain paths as function of triaxiality for the considered cutting methods 
and rolling directions. Longitudinal and transverse specimens are marked as L and T, 
respectively. The water cut specimens are marked with a W. The strain paths for A10, PS and 
S45 geometries do not follow a strain path of constant triaxiality during loading. Effelsberg et 
al. [26] observed the same behaviour after simulating three different geometries to calibrate 
the GISSMO damage model. They concluded that a path of varying triaxiality is followed due 
to geometrical changes of the section over deformation. 
The experimental strain paths display a good agreement with the theoretical stress triaxiality 
values found in literature [39]. Because of the inability of the algorithm by Marth et al. [29] to 
calculate the stress triaxiality values out from the Nakazima test, a strain path of constant 
triaxiality is used for the B geometry tests. Figure 14 shows the LCSDG and ECRIT curves 
for every considered case together with the average failure (epsf) and instability (ecrit) 
experimental points. The difference between the water cut curves for the longitudinal and 
transverse rolling directions is more pronounced than the laser cut ones cf. Figure 15. 
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Figure 13. Experimental strain paths as function of triaxiality for a) laser cut, longitudinal, b) water cut, longitudinal, c) laser 

cut, transverse, and d) water cut, transverse specimens. 

 
 
 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Figure 14. LCSDG and ECRIT curves for a) laser cut, longitudinal, b) water cut, longitudinal, c) laser cut, transverse, and d) 

water cut, transverse specimens. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Figure 15. Comparison between longitudinal and transverse LCSDG and ECRIT curves for a) laser and b) water cut specimens. 

Figure 16 shows the experimental and predicted force vs. displacement curves in LS-OPT. 
Generally, the failure displacements (A10zf, PSzf and S45zf) for the water cut specimens 
present higher deviances than the laser cut ones. The predicted force vs. displacement curves 
for the S45 geometry match better the experiments except for the transverse rolling direction. 
Its experimental failure behaviour differs from the simulations and it was difficult to 
reproduce. The PS geometry has quite a good agreement within all cutting methods and 
rolling directions. The softening for the A10 geometry starts in all cases before the 
experiments. Increasing the instability strain would delay the coupling of the damage to the 
stresses and thus improve the consistency to the experiments. However, this improvement tool 
is not considered in this study. Table 5 presents the optimization results for the considered 
cutting methods and rolling directions. Figure 17 shows the regularization curve. 

 
Table 5. Optimized GISSMO parameters in alloy 718. 

Cutting 
method 

Roll. 
dir. dmgexp fadexp A10epsf PSepsf S45epsf A10zf PSzf S45zf  

Laser L 2.59695 1.2766 0.6300 0.5605 0.7196 22.13 8.86 9.50 Simulation 
0.6325 0.5839 0.7281 22.55 8.80 9.00 Experiment 

Water LW 0.94215 0.49082 0.6288 0.6258 0.6976 21.40 10.45 9.02 Simulation 
0.6325 0.6429 0.7217 22.55 9.29 9.68 Experiment 

Laser T 3.55929 1.83764 0.6138 0.5624 0.7555 22.63 9.96 9.03 Simulation 
0.6297 0.5850 0.7537 23.00 8.18 10.57 Experiment 

Water TW 3.73194 4.2511 0.6153 0.5566 0.6861 22.55 9.24 8.89 Simulation 
0.6297 0.5830 0.7130 23.00 8.28 10.71 Experiment 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 16. Comparison between the experimental and simulated force vs. displacement curves for a) laser cut, longitudinal, 

b) water cut, longitudinal, c) laser cut, transverse, and d) water cut, transverse specimens. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Figure 17. Regularization curve for alloy 718. 

After forming tests at room temperature in alloy 718, the resultant shape of the two double-
curved components is 3D scanned and compared to the nominal geometry of the part. Figures 
18a and 18b show the amount of springback or shape deviation found. The two components 
show similar distribution and amount of shape deviation ranging ±0.5 mm. These 
measurements are in good agreement with the predicted shape deviation shown in Figure 18c.  

 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 18. Comparison between the measured shape deviation of a) Part 2 and b) Part 3 after forming with c) the predicted 

shape deviation after forming [mm]. 
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Figure 19 shows the effective plastic strain at the stage prior to element deletion and at the 
end of the forming process for every cutting method and rolling direction considered. The 
same areas on the draw beads where the plastic strain is higher also have the highest damage 
values, as shown in Figure 20. The simulations of the longitudinal laser cut and transverse 
water cut show first element deletion on the upper draw bead whereas the longitudinal water 
cut and the transverse laser cut show first element deletion on the lower draw bead. 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 19. Effective plastic strain over the double-curved part at prior to element deletion (left), and  end of the forming 

process (right) for a) laser cut, longitudinal, b) water cut, longitudinal, c) laser cut, transverse, and d) water cut, transverse 
specimens. 

(d) 

(c) 

(b) 

(a) 
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Figure 20. Damage distribution over the double-curved part at prior to element deletion (left), and  end of the forming 

process (right) for a) laser cut, longitudinal, b) water cut, longitudinal, c) laser cut, transverse, and d) water cut, transverse 
specimens. 

(d) 

(c) 

(b) 

(a) 
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Figure 21a shows the distribution of damage over the upper draw bead from the acoustic 
emission measurements. Each column represents the amount of damage measured on the 
receiver after tapping a hammer on every measurement point. The predicted damage 
distribution over the same draw bead where the first element deletion occurs is consistent with 
the measured ones, see Figure 21b. Figure 21c contributes to prove the accuracy of the 
GISSMO model in predicting the failure at the same areas on the upper draw bead wherein 
micro-cracks or open fractures were observed after conducting forming tests on alloy 718 at 
room temperature. This is in contrast to the no risk of cracks per the FLD diagram during the 
forming process, as shown in Figure 21d. 

 

 

 

        
 
Figure 21. Distribution of damage on the upper draw bead from a) acoustic emission measurements, and b) at the onset of 
element deletion during the forming simulation. c) Detailed view of micro-cracks found on the upper draw bead of double-
curved component in alloy 718 at room temperature. d) FLD diagram showing no risk of cracks during the forming process. 

(b) 

(c) (d) 
Courtesy of Swerea IVF 

(a) 
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Figures 22a and 22b show the two double-curved specimens before and after welding, 
respectively. Figure 23 shows the temperature curves measured during the welding tests for 
both specimens. The experimental curves are in good agreement with the simulated ones, as 
shown in Figure 24. Figures 25a and 25b show the measured shape deviation of the two 
components after welding against the nominal geometry. Similar values are predicted cf. 
Figure 25c.  

 

    
 

Figure 22. a) Part 2 and b) Part 3 alloy 718 double-curved specimens before and after forming, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 23. Temperature curves during the welding tests for a) Part 2 and b) Part 3. 
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Figure 24. Comparison between experimental and simulated temperature curves for Part 3. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 25. Comparison between the measured shape deviation of a) Part 2 and b) Part 3 after welding with c) the predicted 

shape deviation after welding [mm].  
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8 Summary of appended papers 

8.1 Paper A 
In this paper, an investigation of the use of the GISSMO damage model coupled with the 
Barlat Yld2000-2D material model in a forming simulation of alloy 718 is described. The 
calibration of the GISSMO damage model is discussed. Numerical predictions are compared 
with experimental observations from forming tests at room temperature.  
The calibration of the GISSMO damage model requires failure strains for different stress 
states as a function of triaxiality, which are obtained by testing four different geometries up to 
fracture. Both the damage and fading exponents are identified by an optimization procedure. 
The experimental stress triaxiality values for all geometries show a good agreement with 
literature. High strain values are found on one of the draw beads, suggesting that large 
damage is present. The forming simulation coupled with the GISSMO damage model is able 
to predict element deletion on the same areas where cracks appeared after forming tests. 

8.2 Paper B 
Paper B presents a thorough study of the calibration of the GISSMO damage model coupled 
with the Barlat Yld2000-2D material model in a forming simulation of alloy 718. Four 
different geometries are tested at room temperature up to fracture. Failure and instability 
strains are measured using ARAMISTM. The strain paths for the geometries tested are in good 
agreement with the theoretical stress triaxiality values found in literature. The predicted 
strains and displacements at failure from the parameter-optimisation procedure are close to 
the experimental ones. The forming simulation along with the GISSMO can be used to 
accurately predict the formation of cracks on the same regions as observed after conducting 
the experimental forming tests. The predicted damage values over the draw bead where the 
first element deletion occurs are consistent with the damage distribution obtained from 
acoustic emission measurements performed on the same draw bead after the forming tests. 

8.3 Paper C 
In paper C, the modelling and simulation of shape deviations and residual stresses in a 
manufacturing chain of a double-curved component in alloy 718 is studied. The following 
procedures are included: cold forming, trimming, results mapping, welding, cooling and 
springback. The history from the sheet metal forming procedure is used as input to the 
subsequent welding analysis, performed using the novel *MAT_CWM material model. The 
thermo-mechanical properties of alloy 718 are determined from room temperature and up to 
1000°C. Predicted shape deviations are compared to the experimental forming and welding 
procedures, showing a good agreement between both. The results from this paper highlight 
the importance of including the history of the material along the manufacturing chain in order 
to accurately predict the shape distortions. As a result, the industry could benefit from the 
presented FE-methodology regarding future manufacturing procedures for lightweight designs 
in which new advanced materials are combined in an optimal way. 
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9 Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be extracted from this study: 

� The differences between yield strength and Lankford coefficients for the three rolling 
directions tested prove the anisotropy of alloy 718 at room temperature. 

� The experimental strain paths for the laser and water cut specimens referenced to the 
longitudinal and transverse rolling directions do not follow a strain path of constant 
triaxiality during loading. 

� The laser cut specimens in the longitudinal and transverse rolling directions have 
similar failure and instability curves, whereas the curves obtained from the water cut 
specimens are more different. 

� The optimization procedure in LS-OPT gives similar failure strains compared to the 
measured during the experimental tests. The predicted force vs. displacement curves 
for the S45 geometry deviate from the experiments due to difficulties to reproduce the 
behaviour during testing.  

� The GISSMO damage model can accurately predict the evolution of damage and the 
formation of cracks in a forming simulation of alloy 718 at room temperature. 

� Non-linear acoustic emission measurements constitute a powerful tool to validate the 
predicted distribution of damage and micro-cracks or open fracture from the GISSMO. 

� The welding simulation predicts similar temperatures to the temperatures measured 
with the five thermocouples during the welding tests. 

� The predicted shape deviation after forming and welding is in good agreement with 
the displacements measured with a 3D scan.  
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10 Future work 

10.1 Material characterization tests at high temperatures 
In order to generate the necessary input data for a hot forming simulation, uniaxial tensile 
tests in alloy 718 in three different rolling directions (longitudinal, transverse and diagonal) 
have been tested in the MTS tensile test equipment at high temperatures, ranging from 150°C 
to 1000°C. The SS-EN ISO 6892-2:2011 standard is followed. The tests are performed at a 
strain rate of 0.0014 s-1 up to 0.2% engineering strain followed by a strain rate of 0.004 s-1 up 
to fracture. The strains are also measured during each test using ARAMIS™. The Dynamic 
Strain Aging (DSA) phenomenon was observed between 300°C and 700°C with yield drops 
below the general level of the flow curve and always accompanied by an audible acoustic 
emission, suggesting that type C serrations were present [40]. The hardening curves are 
smoothed in Matlab R2014b. Figures 26a and 26b show the original and the smoothed 
hardening curves. Currently, the hardening curves at 950°C and 1000°C are being evaluated 
and smoothed.  

The experimental procedure has also been evaluated. The speckled pattern painted on the first 
specimens tested between 300°C and 900°C was lost before failure due to the combination of 
continuous yield drops and high temperature, see Figure 27. For some specimens, the 
speckled pattern was completely gone at an early stage of the test, making the calculation of 
the mechanical properties challenging. However, the combination of both a surface treatment 
and a temperature-resistant paint applied on the specimens provided a stable solution to this 
problem. 

 

 
Figure 26. a) Original and b) smoothed hardening curves for alloy 718 at high temperatures. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 27. Evolution of the speckled pattern on a tensile specimen at 300°C at different strain levels. 

The variation of the Young’s modulus as function of the temperature is measured using the 
uniaxial loading-unloading tests and the Impulse Excitation Technique (IET) from room 
temperature up to 1000°C. The results from the two methods will be compared and used as 
input to the hot forming simulations. 
 
The determination of the Young’s modulus by means of the loading and unloading tests in the 
MTS tensile test equipment is currently on-going. The evolution of the Young’s modulus as a 
function of the temperature has been tested by means of the Impulse Excitation Technique 
(IET) where a vibration is induced in the specimen by a small mechanical impulse. The 
vibration is detected by a transducer. The signal is then amplified and sent to the computer 
where it will be analyzed. The specimens were heated up in an oven at different temperatures 
ranging from room temperature up to 1000°C. Figures 28a and 28b show the test set up and 
the measurement procedure. Figure 29 shows the experimental Young’s modulus measured. 
Because of limitations of the method, only data up to 700°C was possible to obtain. By simple 
linear regression, the Young’s modulus at 900°C, 950°C and 1000°C can be predicted. 
 

         
Figure 28. a) E-modulus test set up and b) measurement procedure at 900°C. 
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Figure 29. Evolution of the Young’s modulus depending on temperature for alloy 718. 

Stress relaxation tests in the longitudinal rolling direction are currently being tested using the 
MTS uniaxial tensile test equipment between 700°C and 1000°C, and at a strain rate of 
0.0014 s-1. Figure 30 shows the stress relaxation curve at 900°C. The specimen was deformed 
up to 5% strain and then held at that strain in order to capture the force reduction with time 
used to calculate the stress relaxation of the material. 

 

 
Figure 30. Stress relaxation test in alloy 718. Starting temperature was 906°C. 

Finally, Nakazima tests of four different geometries have been tested at room temperature and 
at 300°C. The same geometries will be also tested up to 500°C, because of the temperature 
limited to 650°C of the FLC tool available at Swerea IVF in Olofström. Figure 31 shows the 
experimental major and minor strain values obtained. The test of the 260 mm geometry at 
300°C needs to be repeated since no valid strain values were possible to measure. 
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Figure 31. Experimental major and minor strains for the Nakazima tests of alloy 718. 

 

10.2 Hot forming 
The existing hot forming tool available at Swerea IVF Olofström is currently being modified 
in collaboration with ITE Fabriks AB in order to reach forming temperatures up to 1000°C. 
Figure 32 shows the current forming tool. Figures 33a and 33b show a CAD model of the 
modified hot forming tool at the initial stage and at the end of the forming process, 
respectively. The temperature will be raised using 2000 W heating cartridges placed into the 
punch and die, as shown in Figure 34. Three double-curved components are going to be crash 
formed at around 950°C. New models that include stress relaxation are going to be developed 
based on the data from the forming tests at the same range of temperatures.  

Initial simulations of the hot crash forming procedure of the complete double-curved 
component in alloy 718 have been made. Figures 35a, 35b, and 35c compare the effective 
stress field after forming, trimming and springback between room temperature, 900°C and 
900°C considering the stress relaxation, respectively. The residual stress state is then 
transformed using a post processing user script according to the stress relaxation test 
performed at 900°C [41]. The effective stress field is considerably reduced after considering 
stress relaxation, as shown in Figure 35c. The preliminary predicted shape deviation is shown 
in Figures 36a, 36b, and 36c. The reduction of shape distortions by increasing the forming 
temperature and by considering the stress relaxation of the material is noticed. The results 
from the hot forming tests will be used to update the hot forming simulations. The industry 
could greatly benefit from the results of this work by using FE-analyses to develop future 
manufacturing processes in new advanced lightweight materials where the forming tooling is 
compensated for the accumulated shape distortions along the manufacturing chain, avoiding 
expensive tool try-outs while minimizing time and costs. 

 
Figure 32.Current hot forming tool set-up at Swerea IVF Olofström. 
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Figure 33. Modified hot forming tool of the double-curved component in alloy 718 at a) the initial stage and b) the end of the 

hot forming process. 

 

    
Figure 34. Modified punch and die with the holes for the heating cartridges. 

 
    

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 35. Effective stress after forming, trimming and springback in a) room temperature, b) 900°C, and c) 900°C 

considering the stress relaxation. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 36. Springback of the crash forming simulation of the complete double-curved component in alloy 718 in a) room 

temperature, b) 900°C, and c) 900°C considering the stress relaxation.   
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ABSTRACT Nickel-based superalloys are primarily used in the hot sections of aircraft 
engines because they can maintain their mechanical properties and chemical stabilities at high 
temperatures under severe corrosive environments i.e. for a long time. In order to simulate 
forming procedures in Alloy 718 sheets, the GISSMO damage and failure model is coupled 
with both isotropic von Mises and anisotropic Barlat YLD2000 material models in the finite 
element code LS-DYNA. In this study, the calibration of the GISSMO model for forming 
simulations at room temperature is discussed. The calibration requires failure strains for 
different stress states as a function of triaxiality, which are obtained by testing six different 
specimen geometries up to fracture. Numerical predictions will be compared with 
experimental observations from forming tests. 
 
INTRODUCTION:  New manufacturing methods for load carrying structures in advanced 
materials i.e. titanium and nickel-based superalloys allow flexible designs in which each part 
is made of the most suitable material state in order to reduce both product cost and weight 
while increasing engine efficiency. When modeling forming procedures in nickel-based 
superalloys, standard material models such as isotropic von Mises and anisotropic Barlat 
YLD2000 are not capable of accurately predict the behavior of the material after the point of 
necking. In order to solve this problem, Daimler AG and DYNAmore GmbH developed a 
model called GISSMO (Generalized Incremental Stress State dependent damage MOdel) for 
the prediction of ductile damage which can be implemented in the solver LS-DYNA, see 
Neukamm et al. [2008]. It assumes that failure occurs due to the plastic deformation history of 
the material, meaning that fracture is expected when the damage value is equal to 1. 
This work presents some results of the calibration of the GISSMO damage model and 
compares the numerical predictions with experimental observations from forming tests at 
room temperature in Alloy 718. During a forming test, small cracks or failure were observed 
in the draw bead regions which was not indicated when formability was evaluated using a 
forming limit curve c.f. Fig.3b and 3c. 
 
PROCEDURES, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:  The studied material is an Alloy 718 
sheet with a nominal thickness of 2.54 mm in the solution annealed condition. The calibration 
of the GISSMO damage model requires a strain to fracture εf versus triaxiality η curve for 
different specimen geometries that correspond to different stress states. Six geometries are 
used i.e. tensile (A10, A50, A80), plane strain (PS), shear (S15°) and biaxial (B). Tensile, 
plane strain and shear specimens are tested at room temperature using an MTS tensile test 
equipment with a load capacity of 100 kN, while biaxial/Nakazima specimens are tested in a 
Wemhöner hydraulic press with a force capacity of 1300 tons. All tests are continuously 
evaluated with the ARAMIS™ digital image correlation system, see Fig.1. 
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Fig.1 ARAMIS™ strain field before fracture of a) A10, b) PS, c) S15° and d) B specimens. 
 
The geometries of the specimens are verified prior to testing in LS-DYNA in order to get 
similar triaxiality values as found in Haufe et al. [2011]. The specimen geometries are meshed 
on LS-PrePost using full integrated shell elements (type 16) with 7 integration points through 
the thickness. Both simulated and experimental εf vs. η curves are shown in Fig.2a and Fig.2b, 
respectively, showing good agreement. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
 

Fig.2 Failure strain versus triaxiality curves in Alloy 718 at room temperature for both a) 
simulations in LS-DYNA and b) experimental tests. 
 
The stress triaxiality values are obtained from the tests using the algorithm from Marth et al. 
[2015]. The local deformation gradients are exported from ARAMIS™ and used in the 
algorithm to obtain the true stress-strain relation beyond the point of necking until fracture. 
Using the von Mises yield criterion, the local strain state can be used to calculate the local 
stress state while assuming plane stress condition.  
 
The GISSMO damage model is then implemented in cards 3 and 4 of the LS-DYNA keyword 
*MAT_ADD_EROSION and activated by the first flag IDAM=1. With DMGTYP=1, the 
damage in the material is accumulated and element failure occurs for D=1. Both failure 
(LCSDG) and instability (ECRIT) curves are obtained from the experimental tests, while the 
damage exponent DMGEXP and the fading exponent FADEXP are identified by an 
optimization procedure.  Finally, the GISSMO damage model is used together with von Mises 
and Barlat YLD2000 material models in a forming simulation of an Alloy 718 sheet at room 
temperature. In this work, higher true plastic strain values are found on one of the draw beads, 
Fig.3a, in agreement with forming tests where some cracks appeared in the same area, Fig.3b. 
The same forming simulation but without taking into account the mentioned damage model, 
see Fig.3c, indicates no risk of cracks using the forming limit curve (FLC), thus not being 
capable of predicting failure. 
 
 
 

a) b) 

d) 

a) 

b) c) 
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Fig.3 Comparison between a) forming simulation showing high plastic strain values on the 
same draw bead where some cracks appeared during forming tests, b) damaged draw bead 
from a forming test in Alloy 718 at room temperature, and c) forming simulation where the 
FLC indicates no risk of cracks on the draw beads. 
    
The calibration of the GISSMO damage model as input for forming simulations in Alloy 718 
at room temperature is discussed. The stress triaxiality values for all specimens show a good 
agreement with literature. Forming simulations predict high strain values in the same areas 
where cracks appeared in the forming tests, suggesting that large damage is present. 
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Abstract 
 
Nickel-based superalloys are widely used in the aero-engine industry, typically constituting 
up to 50% of the total weight of an aircraft engine. Because of their excellent material 
properties at high temperatures and good corrosion resistance, these superalloys are employed 
most extensively in the combustor and turbine sections of engines with working temperatures 
of up to 650 °C. Forming superalloy aero-engine components is a challenging process, largely 
because of the risk of high degree of springback and issues with formability. In the forming 
tests conducted on alloy 718 at room temperature, open fractures are observed in the 
drawbead regions, which are not observed while evaluating the formability using the forming-
limit curve. This could severely influence the springback and thereby the accuracy of the 
predicted shape distortions of the formed component. In this study, the generalised 
incremental stress-state dependent damage model (GISSMO) is calibrated and coupled with 
the anisotropic Barlat Yld2000-2D material model to predict the material failure in the 
forming simulations conducted on alloy 718 at room temperature using LS-DYNA. Tensile, 
plane strain, shear, and biaxial tests were conducted at room temperature until fracture and 
were continuously evaluated using digital image correlation. The damage distribution over the 
drawbeads is measured via acoustic emission using the NAW® method. The numerical 
predictions were helpful in accurately predicting the damage and failure around the regions 
same as those observed in the experimental forming tests. These results highlight the potential 
of considering the GISSMO for forming simulations in improving the prediction accuracy in 
manufacturing processes of great interest for the industry. 
 
Keywords: A. fracture, B. anisotropic material, C. finite elements, C. mechanical testing, C. 
optimisation 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Currently, the reductions in fuel consumption and carbon dioxide emissions are key factors 
for the aviation industry because of major concerns regarding climate change and more 
restrictive environmental laws. One of the methods of reducing both fuel consumption and 
CO2 emissions is by significantly decreasing the weight of vehicles while increasing the 
efficiency of the engine. According to the Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in 
Europe (ACARE), the aviation industry has set targets for 2050 to reduce CO2 emissions by 
75% and NOx by 90% compared to levels observed in 2000 (LIGHTer, 2013). To meet these 
requirements, the European aero-engine industry is continuously focusing on alternative 
manufacturing methods for load-carrying structures in advanced materials, such as titanium 
and nickel-based superalloys. Unlike conventional large-scale single castings, new 
manufacturing methods involve sheet-metal parts, small castings, and forgings assembled 
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using welding. The new manufacturing methods help in achieving flexible designs, where 
each part is made of the most suitable material state with advantages such as reduced product 
cost, low weight, and increased engine efficiency. 
 
Presently, nickel-based superalloys are primarily employed in the hot sections of gas-turbine 
engines in military and civil aircraft (Reed, 2006), as shown in Figure 1. In this study, a 
double-curved component made of alloy 718 is analysed. In the forming tests conducted at 
room temperature, micro-cracks and open fractures were observed in the drawbead regions, 
which were not observed while evaluating the formability using a forming-limit curve. 
Moreover, standard material models such as von Mises or Barlat Yld2000-2D cannot be used 
to accurately predict the behaviour of materials after the point of diffuse necking. Thus, the 
material failure and damage during forming were inaccurately predicted. The generalised 
incremental stress-state dependent damage model (GISSMO) is a model used to predict the 
ductile damage, which can be easily implemented into the finite element code LS-DYNA and 
coupled with existing elasto–plastic material models. In the model, the failure is assumed to 
occur because of the plastic-deformation history of the material, implying that the damage in 
the material is accumulated and fracture is expected when the damage reaches a critical value. 
Several authors have successfully applied the GISSMO for simulations of different processes. 
(Till et al., 2011) implemented the GISSMO in a roll forming simulation of a complex-phase 
steel profile and studied the behaviour of the part in a crash application taking into account 
the damage and failure prediction from the forming process. (Andrade et al., 2016) presented 
a thorough calibration of the GISSMO and its application in a crash simulation of a dual-
phase B-pillar. (Anderson et al., 2013) implemented the GISSMO in a finite element model 
for the prediction of edge failure of a dual phase 780 steel subjected to hole expansion. No 
previous applications of the GISSMO for nickel-based superalloys were found in literature. 
To calibrate the GISSMO, the fracture and instability strains versus triaxiality curves are 
required for different stress states, which, in this study, are obtained through testing four 
different geometries until fracture using digital image correlation (DIC). A subsequent 
parameter calibration is performed using LS-OPT considering the smallest elemental length to 
evaluate the hardening after the necking process to match the tension test for each considered 
geometry. In this study, the GISSMO is used to predict the damage and failure in the forming 
simulation of a double-curved alloy-718 component. The damage distribution over the part is 
measured using the NAW® method with the help of non-linear ultrasounds (Haller et al., 
2012, Hedberg et al., 2012). The predicted results are compared with both experimental 
forming tests and damage measurements at room temperature. 
 

 
Figure 1. Material usage in Trent 800 engine (courtesy of Rolls-Royce). Extracted from (Reed, 2006). 
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2. Material and methods 
 
In this section, the material and test procedures used in the material characterisation, 
calibration of the Barlat Yld2000-2D and GISSMO, room temperature forming tests, and 
acoustic emission measurements are described. 
 
2.1. Material 
 
Thin sheets of alloy 718 (UNS N07718) with a thickness of 2.6 mm in the solution-annealed 
condition are studied. All the specimens tested in this study were laser cut and their edges 
grinded in order to minimize the influence of the laser cutting procedure in the results. The 
material is a precipitation-hardened nickel-chromium alloy containing significant amounts of 
iron, niobium, and molybdenum with lesser amounts of aluminium and titanium. Table 1 lists 
the chemical composition extracted from the material certificate. 
 

Table 1. Chemical composition of specific batch of alloy 718 in weight percentage [wt%]. 

C S Mn Si Cr Mo Co Ti Al B Zr 
0.019 <0.0003 0.07 0.07 17.78 2.88 0.15 1.05 0.48 0.004 <0.01 

Fe Cu Ni P Nb Ta W V Nb+Ta Ti+Al Ni+Co 
18.47 0.03 53.86 0.008 5.05 <0.01 0.02 0.03 5.06 1.53 54.01 

 
 
2.2. Material-characterisation tests 
 
The material characterisation tests were performed at room temperature to obtain the 
necessary input data for calibrating the Barlat Yld2000-2D material model (Livermore 
Software Technology Corporation, 2012). Uniaxial tensile tests were conducted in three 
different directions with respect to the rolling directions longitudinal (L), transverse (T), and 
diagonal (D) by adhering to the SS-EN ISO 6892-1:2009 standard using an MTS tensile test 
equipment with a load capacity of 100 kN, as show in Figure 2a. Figure 3 shows the geometry 
of the tensile specimens. The tests were performed at a strain rate of 0.0014 s−1 up to an 
engineering strain of 0.2% followed by a strain rate of 0.004 s−1 until fracture; the test was 
continuously monitored using the ARAMISTM digital image-correlation system. Figure 8 
shows the true stress–strain curves, Lankford coefficients, and yield stresses with respect to 
the rolling direction. A viscous bulge test (Sigvant et al., 2009) was performed at room 
temperature using a Wemhöner hydraulic press with a stamping force capability of 1300 tons 
at a strain rate of 0.0005 s−1 to induce a balanced biaxial stress state in the specimen and 
determine the equibiaxial yield stress without the influence of friction. The diameter of the 
blank is 200 mm. The ARAMISTM cameras are mounted on the upper die as shown in Figure 
2b while the silicone punch forms the specimen. 
 

       
Figure 2. a) MTS tensile test machine, and b) Wemhöner hydraulic press with detailed view of viscous bulge test set up. 

(a) (b) Courtesy of Swerea IVF 
Courtesy of Volvo Cars 
Body Components 
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Figure 3. Test specimen for uniaxial tensile tests at room temperature [mm].  

 
2.3. GISSMO calibration tests 
 
Four different geometries are considered to calibrate the GISSMO. Tensile (A10), plane strain 
(PS), and shear (S45) specimens were tested using the MTS equipment whereas the biaxial 
(B) specimens were tested using the hydraulic press with the help of a hemispherical punch by 
adhering to the test conducted by Nakazima (Nakazima et al., 1968). Figure 4 shows the 
specimen geometries used in this test. The specimens were laser cut with respect to the 
longitudinal rolling direction. In this case, A10, PS, and S45 specimens were tested at a strain 
rate of 0.003 s−1 up to an engineering strain of 0.2% followed by a strain rate of 0.0065 s−1 
until fracture. The diameter of the B specimens is 260 mm. They were tested at a strain rate of 
0.003 s−1. Both the failure and instability strains were measured and were evaluated using the 
ARAMISTM system, as shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 4. Test specimens for calibration of GISSMO [mm]. 
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Figure 5. ARAMISTM strain field before fracture of A10, PS, S45, and B specimens. 

 
2.4. Forming tests 
 
The forming tests were conducted at room temperature using an existing forming tool 
developed to produce a double-curved geometry in alloy 718. Figure 6 shows the tool setup. 
The dimensions of the blank are 785 × 785 mm. During the forming operation, the upper die 
travels downwards (in the negative z direction) towards the die at a speed of 25 mm/s with a 
blank-holder force of 2400 kN. 
 

 
Figure 6. Tool used for forming alloy 718 at room temperature. 

 
2.5. Acoustic emission measurements 
 
The NAW® method is used to measure the damage distribution over the drawbeads after 
forming. The acoustic waves propagating through the material are obtained, and subsequently, 
analysed. In this case, a low-amplitude wave is introduced by tapping a hammer on 47 
different measurement points, inspecting the material locally. Cracks and other defects distort 
the waves generated when propagating over the measurement area in a non-linear manner. 
The obtained signal shows the total value of the imperfections in the measured part, herein 
termed the damage value. For each measurement point, a damage value is obtained. Figure 17 
shows these values. 
 
 
 

A10 PS S45 B

Courtesy of GKN Aerospace Sweden AB 
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3. Damage and fracture model 
 
The GISSMO was developed by Daimler AG and DYNAmore GmbH to predict the ductile 
damage based on incremental damage accumulation, including softening and failure 
(Neukamm et al., 2008). The model can be implemented into the finite element code LS-
DYNA and coupled with existing elasto–plastic material models such as von Mises 
(*MAT_024), Barlat Yld2000-2D (*MAT_133), or Barlat '89 (*MAT_226) for both metal 
forming and crashworthiness simulations. In this cumulative strain-damage model, the 
fracture is assumed to occur because of the plastic-deformation history, implying that the 
material fails when the damage reaches a critical value. Based on the study by (Kachanov, 
1999), the damage parameter D could be defined as the reduction in the nominal section area 
in a representative volume element due to micro-cracks and micro-voids as follows. 
 
� � - � EF��

EG       (1) 
 
where HI is the reference cross-sectional area, and HJ�� is the effective cross-sectional area 
after subtracting the areas of the micro-cracks and micro-voids from the reference area. The 
basic formulation of the GISSMO is based on the damage model proposed by Johnson and 
Cook (Johnson and Cook, 1985) with extensions to allow for a more general description of 
the complex failure behaviour. In the standard failure criterion proposed by Johnson and 
Cook, the linear accumulation of the damage D depends on the ratio of the failure strain εf to 
the actual equivalent plastic strain increment K�� (Neukamm et al., 2008) as follows. 
 
� � L M�$�� N -     (2) 

 
When the damage reaches the value of 1, ultimate fracture is expected. The failure strain is 
defined as follows. 
 
�� � OK� " K!P�MQ	
R S- " KT UV ��W$�W G� �- " KXY
Z   (3) 
 
where K�…KX are material constants, �W� is the rate of the von Mises equivalent plastic strain, 
�WI is the reference strain rate, � is the stress triaxiality, and T is the temperature. As adiabatic 
heating usually does not play an important role in crash situations, the temperature 
dependency can be neglected (Neukamm et al., 2012). 
 
�� � OK� " K!P�MQ	
R S- " KT UV ��W$�W G�Z    (4) 
 
Hence, the failure strain is defined as a function of the stress triaxiality. Because the plane 
stress is commonly assumed in sheet-metal problems, the stress tensor can be uniquely 
described using two invariants, implying that a description of the failure strain depending on 
the triaxiality alone is sufficient as long as the plane stress conditions are prevailing 
(Neukamm et al., 2008). In automotive structures, largely comprising thin sheets, the plane 
stress is assumed in simulations by employing the shell-element discretisation. 
 
Considering that the objective of the damage model is to estimate the pre-damage induced in 
sheet metal parts during forming operations, it is important to realistically describe the 
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accumulation of damage, because in forming operations, the material does not elongate to 
considerable amount of strain close to the fracture. Considering the accumulation of damage 
following a load path of varying triaxiality, an incremental formulation depending on the 
actual value of the damage has to be found. Using Equation 2, a power-law function can be 
used only for �� = constant as follows. 
 

� � [�$��\
�

      (5) 

 
By differentiating Equation 5, an incremental formulation is obtained for the non-linear 
damage evolution as proposed by (Neukamm et al., 2008) as follows. 
 

�W � �
���	
 �

������W�     (6) 

 
The equation can be rewritten as the expression for the GISSMO (Effelsberg et al., 2012) as 
follows. 
 

�� � �
���	
 �

��������     (7) 

 
where D is the damage value (0 ≤ D ≤ 1), n is the damage exponent, ����
 is the fracture 
strain as a function of the triaxiality �, and ��� is the plastic-strain increment. The triaxiality 
is defined as the ratio of the mean stress to the equivalent stress as follows. 
 
� � ��

��       (8) 

�� � �����
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Here, �� is the hydrostatic stress, �� is the equivalent von Mises stress for plane-stress 
conditions (�� = 0), and �� and �! are the two principal stresses. The plastic deformation 
occurs when �� reaches the yield strength of the material. 
 
In the GISSMO, a path-dependent instability criterion is incorporated for defining the onset of 
diffuse necking. From that point, the coupling of the accumulated damage to the stresses is 
initiated. The equation for the same is similar to the damage accumulation expressed in 
Equation 7. 
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��������     (11) 

 
where F is the forming intensity, n is the new accumulation exponent, ��%)*+ is the equivalent 
plastic strain for fracture, and ��� is the increment in the current equivalent plastic strain. The 
forming intensity parameter F is then accumulated in a manner similar to that of the damage 
parameter D; however, a different weighting function is employed, which is defined as the 
curve of the instability strain vs. triaxiality. When the forming intensity F reaches unity, the 
coupling of the accumulated damage to the stress tensor is initiated using the effective-stress 
concept proposed by (Lemaitre, 1985). This value represents the onset of material instability 
and marks the beginning of the need for regularisation of different mesh sizes. The basic idea 
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is to regularise the amount of energy dissipated in the process of crack development and 
propagation. It is achieved by modifying the effective-stress concept proposed by Lemaitre. 
 
�, � ��- � �
     (12) 
 
By combining the process of material instability, a damage threshold could be defined 
(Effelsberg et al., 2012). As soon as the damage parameter D reaches this value, the damage 
and flow stresses will be coupled. The current implementation helps in either entering the 
damage threshold as a fixed input parameter or using the damage value corresponding to the 
instability point. After reaching the post-critical range of the deformation or beyond the point 
of instability, a critical damage DCRIT is determined and is used to calculate the effective stress 
tensor as follows. 
 
�, � � �- � �../012�./012�

�� for D ≥ DCRIT    (13) 
 
where �, is the stress coupled to the damage, � is the current stress, and m is the instability 
exponent governing the rate of stress fading, which directly influences the amount of energy 
dissipated during the element fade out. Both the damage exponent n (or DMGEXP) and 
fading exponent m (or FADEXP) control the way in which the true plastic stress–strain curve 
decreases (softening). When the material is fully damaged (D = 1), the stress in the integration 
point is zero. When a user-defined number of integration points have failed, the element is 
deleted. 
 
4. Calibration 
 
The GISSMO is implemented into the LS-DYNA using the keyword 
*MAT_ADD_EROSION and is activated using the first flag IDAM = 1. When DMGTYP = 
1, the damage is accumulated and element failure occurs for D = 1. To calibrate the model, 
first, the inputs of the two load curves are required: the failure curve LCSDG, which defines 
the equivalent plastic strain required for failure vs. triaxiality, and the instability curve 
ECRIT, which defines the critical equivalent plastic strain vs. triaxiality. The experimental 
strain data are obtained after testing the geometries of the four specimens (A10, PS, S45, and 
B) corresponding to the different stress states, ranging from shear to biaxial. Seventeen 
specimens are tested: 3 (A10), 5 (PS), 7 (S45), and 2 (B). The fracture and instability strains 
in each test are directly obtained using the ARAMISTM at the last stage prior to the fracture 
and at the instability point, respectively. The stress triaxiality values are calculated using the 
algorithm proposed by (Marth et al., 2016), which is used to export the local deformation 
gradients from the ARAMISTM and use them in the algorithm to obtain the true stress–strain 
relationship beyond the point of necking until fracture. Using the von Mises yield criterion, 
the local strain state is used to calculate the local stress state while assuming a plane-stress 
condition. Figure 10 shows the strain paths as a function of the triaxiality of the specimens 
tested for each geometry. Each strain path was smoothed using the smoothing-spline function 
in Matlab R2014b. As stated by (Effelsberg et al., 2012), in the tests, the triaxiality in the 
strain path is largely not constant during loading, largely because of the geometrical changes 
in the section due to deformation. The average values of the failure and instability strains and 
their corresponding stress triaxiality are obtained for the specimens tested for each geometry. 
The LCSDG and ECRIT curves are obtained after fitting a grade 5 polynomial through the 
average experimental points in Matlab R2014b, as shown in Figure 11a. 
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The DMGEXP and FADEXP exponents are determined through an optimisation procedure in 
the graphical optimisation tool LS-OPT along with the FE-solver LS-DYNA by employing 
the A10, PS, and S45 geometries. The parameter identification is performed by simulating the 
uniaxial tensile tests conducted on the three geometries using the smallest considered element 
size in the forming simulation i.e. 1 mm. Because of the small evaluation area between the 
notches, S45 geometry is simulated with an element size of 0.5 mm. The instability strains for 
each geometry are set as constant, whereas the failure strains (A10epsf, PSepsf, and S45epsf) 
are optimised to be within a failure strain of ±5%. The DMGEXP and FADEXP are allowed 
to vary between 0.1 and 5. After every iteration, the softening part of the simulated force vs. 
displacement curve for each geometry is compared to the corresponding experimental one, as 
shown in Figure 12. The experimental force vs. displacement curve is obtained by averaging 
the curves of the specimens tested for each specific geometry. The objective function is set to 
minimise the sum of least square errors between the simulation and the experiment whereas 
the failure displacement is used as a constraint. Table 3 lists the results of the optimisation.  
 
To obtain a mesh-size independence, the fracture strain is scaled using a factor that depends 
on the element size. The scale factor, or regularisation factor, is determined after simulating 
the A80 uniaxial tensile test specimen with different mesh sizes varying from 1 to 5 mm as 
shown in Figure 13. The last input for calibrating the GISSMO is a load curve termed the 
regularisation curve, or LCREGD, wherein the abscissa and ordinate represent the element 
size and regularisation factors, respectively, as shown in Figure 11b. 
 
5. Numerical procedure 
 
The Barlat Yld2000-2D (Barlat et al., 2003) material model is applied in the forming 
simulation. It is a non-quadratic plane-stress yield function for anisotropic materials, which is 
formulated based on Equations 14–16 as follows. 
 
3 � 45 " 455 � 6�78 � 9     (14) 
 
45 � :;� � ;!:<     (15) 
 
455 � :6;! " ;�:< " :6;� " ;!:<    (16) 
 
where f is the yield function, 45 and 455 are two isotropic convex functions with respect to the 
three principal stresses, ;� and ;! are the principal deviatoric stresses, �7 is the effective stress, 
and a is a material coefficient based on the crystallographic structure of the material. The 
exponent a is suggested in the (Barlat and Lian, 1989) yield criterion to be equal to six for 
materials with a BCC crystal structure and eight for materials with an FCC crystal structure. 
 
By applying the linear transformation = � > ? @ to each of the isotropic functions defined by 
Equations 15 and 16, the following equations are obtained. 
 
45 � :AB;� � AB;!:< � :CB� � CB!:<    (17) 
 
455 � :6ABB;! " ABB;�:< " :6ABB;� " ABB;!:< �   (18) 

� :6CBB! " CBB�:< " :6CBB� " CBB!:< 
 
where s is the deviatoric stress tensor, AB and ABB are the linear transformations, and CB�%! and 
CBB�%! are the principal values of the linearly transformed stress tensors. 
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The Barlat Yld2000-2D material model comprises eight material parameters, which could be 
determined, in this study, by conducting uniaxial tensile tests in three different directions with 
respect to the rolling direction and an equi-biaxial test wherein a balanced biaxial stress state 
is obtained. From these tests, the yield stresses and R-values are determined and are used as 
inputs to the material model. The exponent a is assumed eight for alloy 718. Figure 9 shows 
the calibrated yield surface at room temperature along with the experimental yield stresses 
with respect to the three different rolling directions, and in the biaxial stress state. In addition, 
the matrices AB and ABB can be expressed in terms of the eight anisotropy parameters as listed 
in Table 2. 
 
The test geometries are meshed in LS-PrePost using fully integrated shell elements (type 16) 
with seven integration points through the thickness. For the forming simulation, the tool 
surfaces are modelled as rigid with a pre-determined velocity profile. The contact between the 
tool and the blank is modelled as a contact interface using a friction model assumed to follow 
the Coulomb’s friction law, with a friction coefficient of 0.125 (Odenberger et al., 2008). The 
FE model of the forming tool includes the punch, die, binder, and blank as shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7. FE model of forming tooling comprising punch, inner die, outer die, binder, and blank. 

 
6. Results and discussion 
 
Figure 8 shows the results obtained from the material-characterisation tests conducted at room 
temperature. The variations in the yield stresses and Lankford coefficients as a function of the 
rolling direction validate the anisotropic properties of alloy 718. Figure 9 shows the 
experimental references used to determine the shape of the yield surface. Table 3 presents the 
results obtained from the optimisation procedure in the LS-OPT.  
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Figure 8. a) True stress–strain curves, and b) Variations in Lankford coefficients and yield stresses as function of rolling 
direction in alloy 718 at room temperature. 

 
Figure 9. Calibrated yield surfaces and experimental yield stresses for alloy 718 at room temperature for different values of 

shear stress ��!D�7. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Table 2. Barlat Yld2000-2D parameters for alloy 718 at room temperature. 

α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 
0.8711 1.1130 0.8151 0.9941 0.9875 0.8421 1.0090 1.1720 

 
Figure 10 shows the strain paths as a function of the triaxiality for the geometries tested. A10, 
PS, and S45 tests do not follow a strain path of constant triaxiality during the loading, as 
stated by (Effelsberg et al., 2012). These experimental strain paths are in good agreement with 
the theoretical stress triaxiality values found in literature (Haufe et al., 2011). Because of the 
inability of the algorithm proposed by (Marth et al., 2016) in calculating the stress triaxiality 
values from the Nakazima test, a strain path of constant triaxiality is used in the B geometry 
tests. With the average failure and instability strains obtained from the ARAMISTM, the 
LCSDG and ECRIT curves are obtained, as shown in Figure 11a. These curves are applicable 
only for equivalent plastic strains greater than zero. The close proximity of the instability and 
failure strains for the PS and B geometries makes the instability and failure curves to be 
largely in contact after the polynomial fitting. 
 

 
Figure 10. Experimental strain paths for A10, PS, S45, and B geometries. Theoretical triaxiality values are 1/3, 1/√3, 0, and 

2/3, respectively. 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11. a) LCSDG and ECRIT curves with experimental values for A10, PS, S45, and B geometries, and b) Regularisation 
curve. 

 

(a) (b) 
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For the PS and S45 geometries, the simulated softening part of the force vs. displacement 
curve (PS_OPT and S45_OPT) fit reasonably well with the experimental one (PS_avg and 
S45_avg) after the parameter identification in the LS-OPT. In contrast, the simulated 
(A10_OPT) curve for the A10 geometry exhibits an earlier softening compared to the 
experimental one (A10_avg), as shown in Figure 12. Because the instability strain ECRIT 
controls the onset of the coupling of the damage to the stresses, an increase in the instability 
strain for the A10 geometry can help in better matching the two curves. However, the failure 
and instability strains obtained from the ARAMISTM measurements are used in this study.  
Table 3 lists the results of the optimisation. The predicted failure strains for the three 
considered geometries (A10epsf, PSepsf, and S45epsf) are quite close to the experimental 
ones, having a difference less than 4%. The simulated failure displacements (A10zf, PSzf, and 
S45zf) have a maximum error of 5.56% compared to the experiments. 
 

 
Figure 12. Force vs. displacement curves compared to the experimental ones for A10, PS, and S45 geometries used in 

optimisation procedure in LS-OPT. 

 
Table 3. Optimised GISSMO parameters in alloy 718 at room temperature. 

dmgexp fadexp A10epsf PSepsf S45epsf A10zf PSzf S45zf  
2.59695 1.2766 0.6300 0.5605 0.7196 22.13 8.86 9.50 Predicted 
  0.6325 0.5839 0.7281 22.55 8.80 9.00 Experiments 
  0.39 4.01 1.17 1.86 0.68 5.56 Error [%] 
 
The element lengths of the mesh sizes used in simulating an A80 specimen vary between 1 
and 5 mm, as shown in Figure 13. The predicted failure strains are used to obtain the 
regularisation curve LCREGD after converting them into the scale factors, as shown in Figure 
11b. 
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Figure 13. Element sizes used for regularisation: a) 1 mm, b) 2 mm, c) 3 mm, d) 4 mm, and e) 5 mm. 

 
Finally, the forming simulation along with the calibrated GISSMO show that the same areas 
on the drawbeads where plastic strain is higher have the highest damage values, as shown in 
Figures 14 and 15. The damage distribution is stored under the history variable number 8 in 
the LS-PrePost. Figures 16a and 16b help in proving the accuracy of the GISSMO in 
predicting the failure at the same areas on the upper drawbead wherein micro-cracks or open 
fractures were observed after conducting forming tests on alloy 718 at room temperature. This 
is in contrast to the no risk of cracks per the FLD diagram during the forming process, as 
shown in Figure 16c. The damage distribution obtained from the acoustic emission 
measurements for the same drawbead where the first element deletion occurs is consistent 
with the predicted damage values, as shown in Figure 17. 
 

   
Figure 14. Effective plastic strain over double-curved part at a) prior to element deletion, and b) end of forming process. 
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Figure 15. Damage distribution over double-curved part at a) prior to element deletion, and b) end of forming process. 

 

   
 
 

Figure 16. a) Damage distribution at onset of element deletion during forming simulation, b) detailed view of micro-cracks 
found on the upper drawbead of double-curved component in alloy 718 at room temperature, and c) FLD diagram showing 
no risk of cracks during the forming process. The drawbead shown has the highest plastic strain. Note the elements deleted 

on the same areas in the drawbead as seen after forming experiments. 

(a) 

(b) (c) 
Courtesy of Swerea IVF 
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Figure 17. Damage distribution obtained from acoustic-emission measurements for upper drawbead. 

 
7. Conclusions 
 
In this study, the GISSMO is coupled with the Barlat Yld2000-2D material model to simulate 
the forming behaviour of alloy 718 at room temperature. The model is then calibrated. The 
strain paths for the geometries tested are in good agreement with the theoretical stress 
triaxiality values found in literature. The parameter-optimisation procedure yields close 
results with the failure strains measured in the experiments. The forming simulation along 
with the GISSMO can be used to accurately predict the cracks on the same regions as 
observed after conducting the experimental forming tests, whereas the risk of failure could not 
be predicted using the FLD. The predicted damage values over the drawbead where the first 
element deletion occurs are consistent with the damage distribution obtained from acoustic 
emission measurements performed on the same drawbead after the forming tests. The industry 
can benefit from the use of the GISSMO in forming simulations in order to enhance the 
accuracy of the prediction of sheet metal forming processes.  
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Abstract 
 

The Finite Element Method (FE) has enabled important advances in the study and design of 
competitive manufacturing procedures for metal structures. Predicting the final geometry of a 
component is a major issue to the manufacturing industry. This is a complex task, especially if the 
manufacturing involves several types of processes. In order to succeed, the complete manufacturing 
process chain has to be included in the simulation. This has been done for quite some time in the 
stamping industry involving sequences of trimming, forming and springback. However, more complex 
manufacturing procedures that include assembling of formed parts with forgings and castings by 
welding have been modeled with simplifications limiting prediction accuracy and thereby hindering 
compensation of accumulated shape distortions based on simulation results. One such example is the 
fabrication of aero engine structures in which the history from the forming procedure has not been 
considered in subsequent welding and heat treatment analyses. In this work, coupling of different 
manufacturing analyses is done using LS-DYNA including cold forming, trimming, result mapping, 
welding, cooling and springback. The results from the forming analysis is used as input to the welding 
simulation, performed using the novel material model *MAT_CWM. The anisotropic thermo-
mechanical properties of alloy 718 are determined and included at temperatures up to 1000˚C. 
Comparison of model predictions with forming and welding tests show encouraging agreement. Our 
findings underscore the importance of including the history and accurate process conditions along the 
manufacturing chain to the prediction accuracy of shape distortions and the potential to the industry. 
 
Keywords: forming, welding, thermo-mechanical, anisotropy, tensile test, alloy 718, FE-analysis 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

1. Introduction  
Virtual CAE tools play an increasingly important role in designing lightweight solutions in all 
industry segments. The ability to combine advanced materials and material states that 
constitute future lightweight components and designs will, to a large extent depend on the 
ability to model advanced material behavior and evaluate special manufacturing procedures 
virtually to develop new manufacturing strategies.  
One such example is the fabrication of static load-carrying aero-engine structures in which 
sheet metals are combined with forgings and castings by welding and subsequent heat 
treatments c.f. Fig 1. Individual manufacturing procedures such as cold forming or the 
assembling stage by welding and heat treatments have been studied numerically to design 
suitable forming techniques and welding sequences with the purpose of minimizing shape 
distortions [1-3]. To a large extent, it has been successful.  By considering the anisotropic 
plastic properties of alloy 718 [3] and including models for damage and failure [4] new 
suitable forming procedures have been developed. Also, thermo-mechanical Finite Element 
Analyses (FEA) in studies of welding and heat treatments [5, 6] have greatly contributed to 
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the industrial ability to conduct fabrication. However, considerable resources are still spent on 
compensating the final structure for shape distortions that occur during the welding and heat 
treatment procedures. The compensations are made based on measurements after each 
manufacturing process step and used to design suitable fixturing to accomplish welding of the 
different sub-components that constitutes the engine structure c.f. Fig 1 b.  
The influence from the prior manufacturing process steps to the subsequent shape distortions 
in the next procedure cannot be neglected. To be able to virtually compensate the forming 
tooling, welding sequence and fixturing it is of utmost importance to increase prediction 
accuracy.  

              
a)              b) 
Fig.1 Fabricated structure consisting of different material states. a) Components in alloy 718 are 
located in the rear part of the engine where the running temperatures are high < 650˚C. b) Static load 
carrying aero engine structure manufactured by fabrication from sheet metal parts, forgings and 
castings at GKN Aerospace Sweden. The GP7000 TEC engine. Courtesy of General Electric and Pratt 
& Whitney. 

 
In this study we have coupled a forming and trimming procedure with subsequent welding, 
cooling and springback analysis using LS-DYNA. This FE-methodology involves different 
types of solvers and makes it possible to include the results from the forming analysis to the 
welding analysis by mapping the results from the forming element mesh to the welding 
element mesh and thereby provide a start state for welding that includes the thinning, effective 
plastic strain, residual stresses, history variables and obtained geometry after forming. The 
welding simulation is performed using the novel material model *MAT_CWM using the 
welding-gui provided in LS-PREPOST® [7].  
The thermo-mechanical elastic and anisotropic plastic properties of alloy 718 are determined 
and included at temperatures up to 1000˚C. The forming analysis is modeled and simulated 
using the 3D-scanned forming tool geometry and the anisotropic YLD2000 material model 
based on the yield criterion formulated by Barlat et al. [8]. Forming and welding tests have 
been made to produce a strip geometry in alloy 718 and provide experimental data used to 
compare numerical predictions with accumulative shape distortions and temperatures during 
welding. 
The comparison of model predictions shows encouraging agreement. The distribution 
tendencies of the forming springback and welding shape distortions were captured. Our 
findings underscore the importance of including the history and conditions of each procedure 
to the prediction accuracy in a chain of manufacturing procedures. The proposed FE-
methodology, developed in LS-DYNA, in combination with the ability to numerically 
compensate the forming tooling for both springback and welding distortions [3, 9] provides a 
virtual tool for the industry with potential to significantly reduce costly compensation loops. 
 

2. Material 
The material of interest is the precipitation hardened nickel-based superalloy 718 with an FCC 
crystal structure. The specific batch of alloy 718 has a sheet thickness of 2.6 mm delivered in 
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the solution annealed condition according to SAE AMS 5596K. The chemical composition of 
the alloy can be found in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Chemical composition. The chemical composition of the specific batch of alloy 718 are 
presented in weight percentage [wt%]. 
 

C S Mn Si Cr Mo Co Ti Al B Zr 
0.019 <0.0003 0.07 0.07 17.78 2.88 0.15 1.05 0.48 0.004 <0.01 

Fe Cu Ni P Nb Ta W V Nb+Ta Ti+Al Ni+Co 
18.47 0.03 53.86 0.008 5.05 <0.01 0.02 0.03 5.06 1.53 54.01 

 
3. Material characterization 

A few material tests are performed on the solution annealed condition of alloy 718 and used 
to generate the necessary mechanical input data for the FE-analyses. Uniaxial tension tests in 
three different in-plane directions referenced to the rolling direction, along (00), diagonal (45) 
and transverse (90) are performed at temperatures ranging from room temperature to 1000˚C, 
c.f. Fig 2. The tests are performed according to ISO6892-1:2009 and ISO6892-2:2011 
standards. The temperature distribution in the evaluation region at elevated temperature tests 
are measured and logged to an accuracy of 1% [4]. Tests to determine Young´s modulus were 
performed up to 700˚C using the non-destructive measuring method RFDA [10], presented in 
Fig 3 [4]. Values at higher temperatures were used from Desphane et al [11] presented in Fig 
5 a. Also, a silicon rubber bulge test is used to generate data for the balanced biaxial stress 
state c.f. Fig 4. Temperature dependent thermal data are used from the work done by 
Desphane et al. [11] c.f. Fig 5 b. 

 
Fig.2 Hardening curves for alloy 718. Uniaxial tension test results in room temperature determining 
initial yield stress and hardening in the 00, 45, and 90 directions. Also, the initial yield stress and 
hardening in the 00 direction for the elevated temperatures [4]. 

 
Fig.3 Young´s modulus for alloy 718. Young´s modulus determined up to 700˚C for different in-
plane directions referenced to the rolling direction, along (00), transverse (90) and diagonal (45).  
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Fig.4 Biaxial hardening curve for alloy 718. The viscous bulge test is used to determine the initial 
biaxial yield stress and hardening. 
 
 

   
a) b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                

 
 
       c)      d)  
Fig.5 Properties for alloy 718 used in the welding FE-analysis. a)  Young´s modulus at 
temperatures exceeding 700˚C are used form the work by Desphande et al. [11] b) Thermal expansion 
for different temperatures c) Specific heat for different temperatures. d) Heat conductivity for different 
temperatures [11]. 
 

4. FE-models and simulation of the manufacturing process chain 
The manufacturing process chain involves sheet metal forming, trimming, springback, 
mapping of results from the forming shell element mesh to welding shell element mesh, 
welding, cooling and final springback. More precisely, the first manufacturing process step 
includes forming of a double curved part in alloy 718. After forming, a strip is cut out using 
3D laser cutting. In the last step, the double curved strip geometry is placed in a welding 
fixture and laser welded without filler material according to the concept of “bead on plate”. 
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4.1  Sheet metal forming and trimming  
The forming procedure to produce the strip geometry is a combination of a deep drawing and 
a stretch forming procedure, i.e. moderate draw-in occur during the forming procedure. The 
tool concept was modeled and analyzed using LS-DYNA R9.0.1 [12, 13]. The simulation 
setup consists of a die with physical draw beads, binder, punch and a blank c.f. Fig. 6. The 
simulation model was built using CAD surfaces where the draw-bead heights and draw depth 
ware modified according to results obtained from a 3D scanning procedure of the physical 
forming tool.  

 
Fig.6 Simulation tool set-up. The simulation set-up for the forming analysis consists of a punch, die 
and binder with physical draw-beads. All tool parts are modeled as rigid. 
 
The blank is modeled using fully integrated shell elements with seven integration points 
through the thickness. An h-adaptive method of mesh refinement was used to locally increase 
the mesh density where needed. The tool surfaces were modeled as rigid with a prescribed 
velocity profile and the contact between the tools and the specimen was included and modeled 
as a contact interface with a friction model assumed to follow Coulomb’s friction law. The 
friction coefficient was set to 0.275 based on the correlation between predicted and measured 
draw-in during the forming c.f. Fig. 7 and Table 2. The implicit solver in LS-DYNA was used 
for the springback analysis. Also, the constrained nodes were altered to ensure that the 
obtained springback and shape deviation was not affected by the choice of nodal constraints. 
 

  
a)                 b) 
Fig.7 Predicted draw-in at the final stage of the forming procedure. a) Predicted draw-in (mm) in 
the X-direction. b) Predicted draw-in (mm) in the Y-direction. 
 

The Barlat et al.YLD2000 material model [8] was used with eight parameters to describe 
the shape of the yield surface. The yield stresses, the hardening and the Lankford coefficients 
used as input to determine the model parameters. The shape of the yield surface was 
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determined by uniaxial tension tests with varying angles to the rolling direction and a silicon 
rubber bulge test c.f. Figs 2 and 4. The m-parameter was chosen to a value of 8, which is 
typical for materials with an FCC crystal structure. The corresponding yield surface, initial 
yield stresses and R-values are presented in Fig 8.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
a)                      b) 
Fig.8 The Barlat et al. YLD2000 material model are used for the forming analysis. a) Calibrated 
alloy 718 yield surface for different amount of shear stress ( �� /12 ) with experimental reference points 
from uniaxial and biaxial tests. b) Predicted initial yield stress σY and Lankford coefficients Rα for 
different in-plane directions referenced to the rolling direction. Experimental references exist at the 
longitudinal (00), transverse (90) and diagonal (45) directions.  
 
The formed blank and the trim line which are used to trim the blank and create surfaces to re-
mesh for the welding analysis are presented in Fig 9. 

 
Fig.9 Formed blank with trim line used in the trimming analysis. The eff. plastic strains of the 
blank are plotted in the final stage of the forming procedure together with the trim line (red). 
 
4.2 Mapping of results from forming to welding element mesh 
The mapping from the shell element mesh used in the forming analysis with adaptive re-
meshing to the structured shell element mesh used in the welding analysis is done using the 
mapping functionality in LS-PREPOST® V4.3. The element type and number of integration 
points are preserved and the initial stresses, shell thicknesses and effective plastic strains are 
mapped over to the welding shell element mesh which includes nodal positions that correlates 
with the five thermocouples used to measure temperatures during welding c.f. Fig 10 and 17.  
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a)                   b) 
Fig.10 Shell element meshes used in the different FE-analyses. a) Effective plastic strain in the 
forming shell element mesh. b) Corresponding effective plastic strain values for the welding shell 
element mesh used for which the forming results are mapped over to and used in the welding analysis.  
 
4.3 Welding 
The laser welding procedure is defined as a “bead on plate” procedure which is performed 
directly on the formed and laser cut strip geometry without filling material, c.f. Fig 17.  
During welding the material is heated above the melting temperature and fused together 
during cooling. Such a problem is solved in this work by using an implicit thermal and 
mechanical solver in combination by using a staggered approach, where the two solvers 
exchange results and thus allow for the two physical fields to affect each other. 
The setup of the welding analysis is made using the GUI for welding simulation in LS-
PREPOST® [7]. The welding procedure is modeled using thermal and mechanical boundary 
conditions in accordance to the performed welding tests.  
The mechanical model includes the part with a mesh consisting of fully integrated shell 
elements with seven integration points through the thickness. The welding fixture is modeled 
as rigid and nodal constraints are used in the z-direction to simulate the clamping of the 
formed alloy 718 component, c.f. Fig 11. Both the thermal and mechanical contact between 
the part and the fixture is included in the analysis. 

        
a)                           b) 
Fig.11 FE-setup for the welding analysis, strip geometry and welding fixture. a) The shell element 
mesh is divided into two parts (red, yellow) and the welding fixture are modeled as rigid (grey). 
Mechanical nodal constraints in the Z-direction are shown (yellow). b) CAD-model of the welding 
fixture. 
 
The non-linear implicit solver is used with a fixed time step determined by the element length, 
weld speed and by advancing one time step per element in the welding GUI. 
The tailored material model for welding simulations in LS-DYNA *MAT_CWM is used. It is 
a thermo-elasto-plastic material model based on the von-Mises yield surface with, in this case, 
isotropic hardening. The material has several welding capabilities e.g. ghost and annealing 
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functionalities. Ghost elements means that the material has negligible thermal and mechanical 
properties until it is activated at a specified user-defined temperature. By this, it is convenient 
to distinguish between the three different material states, i) Solid material: the material is 
always solid or a weld pass that has been previously activated ii) Liquid material: the material 
is in a ghost state but will be activated during the current weld pass and iii) Ghost material: 
the material that is not activated during this particular weld pass, it can however be activated 
in a subsequent pass. Annealing functionality is intended to simulate a limiting temperature 
where history variables such as effective plastic strain or back stresses are zeroed out. Thus, 
above this used specified temperature, the material will behave as ideal plastic. The 
*MAT_CWM also includes a maximum temperature dependent thermal expansion 
coefficient. 
The weld part is modeled using thick thermal shell elements with a convection to air boundary 
condition. A thick thermal shell element allows for a quadratic variation of the temperature 
through the thickness of the shell. The thermal contact between the blank and the welding 
fixture is utilized by modeling the fixture using thick thermal shell elements with a convection 
boundary condition on the lower surface to represent the fixture thickness, c.f. Fig 11 b) and 
17. The mechanical data of alloy 718 for *MAT_CWM are presented in Figs 2, 4, 5 and also 
with data from Desphande et al. [11]. The Goldak double ellipsoid heat source is used for 
modeling the weld torch [14], in which a volumetric heat load is applied to a volume defined 
by an elliptic shape, c.f. Fig 12.   
The weld speed in the analysis is 13.3 mm/s applying a weld power of 2.5 kW. The heat 
source efficiency was calibrated against the measured temperatures in the experiment to a 
value of η=0.6. The thermal solution is implicit with the same fixed time step as the 
mechanical solution. 

 
Fig.12 Goldak double ellipsoid heat source [14]. The parameters used in this work is ar, af , 
b, c equal to 2.5 mm. 
 

5. Validation  
Forming and welding validation tests were performed in order to correlate numerical 
predictions with measured values. Emphasis is on the shape distortions after forming and 
welding together with temperature measurements during welding.   
 
5.1 Sheet metal forming and trimming  
The forming test procedure was performed in a Fjällman hydraulic press with a load capacity 
of 7000 kN. The binder force was measured using four calibrated load cells placed on the 
binder in a test prior to the forming test at a forming velocity of 25 mm/s to a value of 2534 
kN. The draw-in was measured with a digital Vernier caliper during the test stamping to 
verify the predicted draw-in for the two formed parts and estimate a suitable choice of the 
friction coefficient determined to 0.275, c.f. Table 2.  
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The measured springback is determined using a 3D scanning and best fit CAD evaluation 
method against the nominal geometry in a least square sense. The references areas are 
illustrated in Fig 13 together with the nodal constraints applied in the springback analysis. The 
predicted and measured shape deviations are presented in Figs 14 and 18 a), respectively. 
 
Table 2. Predicted and measured draw-in. Values of the draw-in during forming (mm), c.f. Fig 7. 

Component Predicted draw-in Measured draw-in 

Draw-in direction          X1          X2          Y1          Y2 X1          X2          Y1          Y2 
Part 1         9.14        9.01       17.0       10.16          8.43        9.37    16.74      12.48 
Part 2           8.29        8.51    16.52      12.02 

 
The distribution and magnitude of the measured shape deviation of the two strip geometries 
are conformable with only minor deviance between the formed parts, c.f. Fig 14. Also, the 
deviance in measured draw-in during forming of the two parts can be considered as small.  
The overall predicted shape deviance shows promising agreement with the measured values, 
c.f. Figs 14 and 18 a). The major deviation can be found at the welding start and stop 
positions that constitute the protruding ear-shaped geometries at the short ends of the strip 
geometries, colored blue in Fig 14. These protruding areas are removed after welding. 
Therefore, the remaining minor deviation between predicted and measured shape deviation 
would be insignificant in an industrial fabrication procedure. Also, the small disparity 
between predicted and measured shape deviation after forming are within the expected 
reproducibility in production. 

          
a)                         b) 
Fig.13 Illustration of chosen references for evaluation of springback. a) Reference areas used in 
the best fit CAD evaluation. b) Choice of nodal constraints used in springback analyses. 
 

 
a)                         b) 
Fig.14 Measured shape deviation of formed part. a) Measured shape deviation after forming of part 
1 (mm). b) Measured shape deviation after forming of part 2 (mm).  
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5.2 Welding 
The laser welding test procedure was performed by GKN Aerospace Sweden in Trollhättan. 
The part was placed in the welding fixture consisting of an insulation material that can resist 
high temperature and loadings c.f. Fig 15. During the welding the temperatures were 
measured in five different positions and logged using type K thermo-couples. The calculated 
and measured temperature histories for the five positions are presented in Fig 16. The 
predicted temperatures correlate well with the measured values close to the weld source, T1, 
T2 and T5. Small deviances are observed as the weld source pass by the thermo-couple 
positions located further away, T2, T4. However, the resulting temperatures correlate well 
after some time.  

 
Fig.15 Welding test set-up. Illustration of the formed and welded alloy 718 strip geometry attached in 
the welding fixture. The thermo-couples are used to measure and log the temperatures at five different 
positions, T1to T5.  

 

 

 
 
Fig.16 Temperature history during welding. a) Measured and predicted temperature history at 
position T1. b) Measured and predicted temperature history at position T2. c) Measured and predicted 
temperature history at position T3. d) Measured and predicted temperature history at position T4. e) 
Measured and predicted temperature history at position T5.  
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The measured experimental shape deviation after coupled forming and welding for the two 
test parts are presented in Fig 17, while the simulated shape deviation after forming and 
welding is presented in Fig 18 b). The distribution and magnitude of the experimental shape 
deviation of the two strip geometries are conformable with minor deviance, c.f. Fig 17. The 
predicted shape deviance after welding shows encouraging agreement with the measured 
values, c.f. Figs 17 and 18 b). The tendencies are well captured also at the welding start and 
stop positions that constitute the protruding ear-shaped geometries in the short ends of the 
strip geometries colored blue in Fig 14. The small disparity between predicted and measured 
shape deviation after coupled forming and welding are within the expected reproducibility in 
production. 
 

 
 
Fig.17 Measured shape deviation of welded parts. a) Measured shape deviation after forming and 
welding of part 1 (mm). a) Measured shape deviation after forming and welding of part 2 (mm).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a)                       b) 
Fig.18 Predicted shape deviations of formed and welded parts. a) Predicted shape deviation after 
forming (mm). b) Predicted shape deviation after forming and welding (mm).  
 
The effective von Mises stress after forming is shown in Fig 19 a). As the weld source passes 
through the strip part the temperature increase which expands and anneals the material. 
Therefore, the residual stresses changes during the welding procedure which introduce shape 
distortions depending on the properties of the specific material, welding process parameters 
and boundary conditions, c.f. Fig 19 b). 
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a)                       b) 
Fig.19 Change in predicted effective stresses (VM) as the weld source pass. a) Residual stress state 
after forming (MPa). b) Illustration of the change in residual stress state as the weld source pass 
through the strip geometry (MPa). 
 
6. Discussion 
The focus of decreasing ecological footprints is becoming increasingly important also to the 
manufacturing industry. One area of interest, among many others, is lightweight design. 
Lighter, stronger structures may decrease weight implying reduced energy and fuel 
consumption in the aviation industry.  
A key factor to the success of introducing lightweight components is the ability to accurately 
design suitable manufacturing procedures for advanced lightweight materials and combine 
them into designs made of the most suitable material state combinations. The example 
discussed in this work is the manufacturing process chain defined as fabrication, used to 
produce static aero engine structures by combining formed sheet metal parts, forgings and 
castings by welding and subsequent heat treatments c.f. Fig 1. CAE-tools are well 
implemented and manufacturing process simulations are used to e.g. determine welding 
sequences to minimize shape distortions. However, considerable resources are still spent on 
compensating the final structure for shape distortions that occur during the welding and heat 
treatment procedures. The compensations are made based on measurements and to some 
extent by using FE-analyses of individual process steps assuming nominal part geometries 
from the previous process step. Loops of compensations are necessary due to inaccuracies in 
the applied methods for FE-analyses and compensation. Previous studies explored the 
possibility to connect different process simulations, also using different FE-codes [6, 9]. The 
major purpose in these studies was to develop methods for performing coupled simulations 
using different FE-codes rather than evaluate prediction accuracy. 
In this study, the history from the sheet metal forming procedure was used as input to the 
subsequent welding of a strip geometry in alloy 718. The predicted shape deviance after 
welding show encouraging agreement with the measured values. Both the tendencies and 
magnitudes of the shape distortion are well captured. The small disparity between predicted 
and measured responses after coupled forming and welding are within the expected 
reproducibility in production implying that the model accuracy is sufficiently high.  
If coupled analyses of the different manufacturing steps are used together with a method to 
compensate the forming tooling for the accumulated shape distortions such as presented by 
Schill and Odenberger [9], the findings in this work strongly supports the vision of virtually 
performing compensations of engine structures. If virtual compensations would turn out 
successful in a production environment, major savings in time and cost would be possible. 
Also, the presented FE-methodology could greatly support the development of future 
manufacturing procedures for lightweight designs in which new advanced materials are 
combined in an optimal way. 
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